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DATA LANGUAGES

Conceptual Overview
Treatise on methodology in the social sciences devote very little
attention to the crucial role of data languages in the process of inquiry.
The remarkable success of physics with its heavy reliance on well insturrnented
ratio scales of measurement may have blinded the typical scientist for
examining the assumptions on which these measurements rest. However� among
those whose intrest centers around-phenomena that cannot be captured by meter
readings, the concern with the symbolic devices in terms of which these
I

phenomena are r�orded and made available·to others is crucial.

The natural

sciences have alw3.ys progressed by devising nev: measuring instruments that
make formerly inaccessable phenomena transparent and available for explicit
analysis.

One would hope for similar progress in the social sciences w�ich

is so much more concerned with qualitative distinctions, conceptual
frameworks, social meanings and contents in natural language forms.

Perhaps

the success of physics has set a wrong trend in the social sciences towards
a narrow view of quantification and has thereby crippled the art.of constructing
symbolic devices capable of representing complex qualitative phenomena as well.
It seems that the physicists measuring instrument is the social scientists
data language.

But let me define these notions more carefully.
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Da ta . A datum (plura l da ta ) may be sa id to be (a ) a ba sic unit of infortnation
a bout a portion of the rea l world tha t (b) ca n be processed by explicit proce
dures and (c) ma inta ins its cha ra cteristics for repea ted a na lysis.

Let me

discuss these three definitiona l requirements sepa ra tely a nd give some examples
of wha t they imply.
First, it should be noted tha t the mode of genera ting da ta , their purpose,
how a nd wha t they represent is left open in the definition of "da tum." However,
the notion of informa tion is centra l in it.

Informa tion implies alternatives

and presupposes the ca pa bility of va ria tion, here, of cova ria tion with the
sta tes, events, properties or things in the rea l world. Thus, a da tum never
sta nds a lone.

It ca rries informa tion only rela tive to other da ta .

If this

va riation
within da ta is somewha t systema tic or governed by rules, one may
,.{:,:
either appreciate the findings as such or one may explicate or formalize
these rules and allow them to govern the subsequent recording of observations.
\,This latter alternative points to the notion·of 1"language,as an_explicit
•;;·,:

system of symbols within which information about a portion of the real world
is representable.

I will call such a.system a "data language."

Second, it should be noted that data are defined relative to the availa
bility of explicit procedures. An explicit procedure is one which is written
down in full detail so that its execution leaves no uncertainfy.
of a computer program are explicit p:ocedures par exelance.

The algorithms

Th� consist of a

finite sequence of instructions that can be carried out mechanically.

But most

algebraic and statistical procedures can also be executed by trained individuals
with the same results and therefore qualify as explicit procedures.

In principl�,

explicit procedures are mathematical transformations and data are the elements
(operanjs) on which they are defined.

-4It follows, that someone's observations may be someone else's data.·
For example, if a historian has his documents available in machine readable
form and also pocesses a computer program to analyse their relevant proper
ties, or, if the task is merely one of cotmting linguistic forms, say, then
one can say that these documents are data proper. Currently, it is quite

ex

difficult to tract contents and linguistic meanings from documents by
/\

explicit techniques.

Thus, if our histo_rian were to rely on his intuitive

reading of the documents

however re.liable this might prove to be -- then

they are not data yet.
This definitional requirement of data points to an important dilemma
in the·social sciences. Documents, transcripts, films and other records of
individual social or political behavior are usually abundantly available.
The real problem is to render them as data. This can be done either by
recording observations in explicitly analysable terms or by devising com
putational techniques that would accept .them in their natural form.

That

data is this sense rarely come ready-made has been stressed by Singer (1965)
who rightly complained that in the field of international relations, for
example, much too much emphasis is placed on collecting documents, statisti
cal tables and observations of any kind without at the same time considering.
the analytical methods that could do something with them.

Too often are

the issues involving the gathering of documents or the creation of observable
situations confused with data making or analysis. The above definition of
"datum" hopes to highlight at least one distinction, the distinction between
information which is and between information which is not yet analysable by
explicit procedures.

Keeping this distinction in mind may focus on work needed

in the social sciences for, as has been noted above, science has always pro
gressed by making more and more real world phenomena explicitly analysable.
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Thjrd, it should be noted that the storage medium for data is quite
arbitrar y as long as the information it contains remains invariant in the
course of repeated retrieving, inspectio� and analysis. Examples of storage
media for social science data include the forms that subjects complete in
the course of an experiement, the checklists that observers of social situa
tions or coders of mass media material produce, the printed arrays of numbers
as contained in many social records, in stock market reports, for example.
Most prototypical are Bollorith cards or tapes for computer processing which
can provide the storage medium of modern data banks.

But there is no

reason to exclude marks in stone or paintings on pottery found at a pre
historic site from consideration as data,
information in

:;in

as long as they contain relevant

analysable form. However, when records are modified as

they cl;f;� processed, for example, when Hollerith cards are "eaten up" by card
�1,,.•

readers or collllter carters, when pencil marks are being wiped out as checklists
are manipulated, when film is slowly destroyed during repeated showings,

r when magnetic tape is overwritten.as it is processed, information
',o
.
,~.~
\,:.�£

about the real world becomes slowly replaced by information about the pro
cessing facilities and subsequent analyses become, in a sense, self-referen

tial.

Data must be recorded in a medium which is as durable as the pro

cessing facilities require.
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Data Language. The function of natural language is generally regarded as pr/(
ding the symbolic meditnn through which information is exchanged among man.
By analogy, data languages can be said to provide a meditnn of communication
between the empirical world of observations and the systematic world of
scientific theory and knowledge. Whereas natural languages are what they
are by virtue of cultural tradition and individual usage, data languages
are designed to serve the particular purpose of casting information about
a selected portion of the real world and of making it available to explicit
symbol manipulation procedures. Data languages are thus artificial or
man-made and formal or explicit.
Usually, an artificial language is constituted by a set of characters

and

pl rules
'i-'"

for combining them into larger units, such as words, sentences,

etc. Most data la.�guages employed in the social sciences do not reach great
syntactical complexities. This is unfortunate because as a consequence many
interesting insights might escape analysis. Let me therefore define "data
language" not too narrowly so that complex symbolic systems are included.
Let a data language consist of:
(a)

a set of characters designated as the variables of the data

language, of which each may take any one of several values at a time;
(b )

a set of characters designated as the constants of the data

language where each has a defined operational meaning within that language;
(c)

rules that govern the construction of well-formed fonnulas and

expressions from characters, i.e. the syntax of the data language, and
(d)

rules that determine which fonnulas and expressions imply

othez\or are equivalent, i.e., the logic of the data language. For example,

5

-7the algebraic fo:rnrula:
a x+ b
contains four variables, "a",
by a nlllllerical value.

'.'b",

=

c

"c" and "x", each of which may be replaced

There are also two constants, the implicit multipli

cation sign between "a" and "x" and "+", both denote rather tm.iquely defined
algebraic operations.
of the fonnula
fonned.

as

There is also the sign "="· which defines the two parts

equal or mutually replacable.

The fonnula is also well

The string of symbols abcx-= + could not be interpreted according

to the rules of ordinary algebra. When the variables are replaced by parti
cular values, a formula becomes an expression.

The expression;

2x + l:::i7
leaves no alternatives, x = 3, and is an expression.

Evidently very many

expressions may conform to one formula.
.Another, perhaps less obvious but nevertheless instructive example of
· a data language may be seen in the following grid of 6 x 8 cells.

The

picture of a bearded man

alone couldn't say anything about the data language.

In fact, if this were the

only configuration possible the grid could not be informative of anything.
Suppose, however, each cell can be either black or white, then there are
variables.

6

x 8

Suppose the cells cannot be rearranged, neither within the grid nor

=

48
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to fonn a grid of different proportions, then the neighborho.od relations are
the constants of the data language implying a definite ordering relation in

fact. With no restriciton imposed other than that the grid's cells are to

be ordered the way they are above, ther.e are exactly z48 well-fonned pictorial

configurations possible.

data language.

Each constitutes a legitimate expression of this

Suppose now a rule prohibits pictorial representations which

have less than 20 % black or less than_20% white cells tbfm there are several

configurations which are declared not well-fonned.
has a syntax, however primitive this may be.

The data language then

Suppose any two configurations

that are mirror images of each other are considered equivelant, then the

data language also has a logic.

Most usually, social science data consist of a fixed set of scores,

one for each variable of a measuring instnmient.

t

In this case, the propertie,Yi

each unit of observation are described in tenns of the following fornrula:
Score on
first )
variable

and

Score on
[ second )
variable

and. . .

fsc��: on)

t
and
.
lYariableJ

This is exemplified by structured interviews where each question is answered
by the interviewee choosing one of several alternative answers.

It is the

case when several test scores are obtained before and after the treatment of

a subject, etc.

follow.

Examples are numerous. A more systematic treatment will

-9Evaluative Criteria. When one regards data languages as the meeting grounds
of the empirical world of observations and the systematic world of scienti
fic theory and explicit knowledge, criteria for evaluating the appropriate
ness of a data language in a given situation naturally come from both
directions.
There is the requirement of a data language to be semantically
adequate relative to the observations it is meant to describe.

Semantical

adequacy is achieved when the syntax of a data language is in some sense
compatible with, or, more specifically, a homomorph of the source language
in which terms the observations manifest themselves. When a data language is
designed to record the presence or absence of linguistic references to a set
of phenomena, for example, and an.utterance is encountered that denies the
presence of one of the phenomena of interest, then the data language is not
powerful enough to represent such an utterance adequately, it·would be
semantically inadequate.

Numerous problems of forcing observed complex inter

personal relations into simple attributes, or of forcing qualitative asser
tions into quantitative forms pose problems of semantical adequacy.
There is the demand of a data language to be free of syntactical am
biguities and inconsistencies.

For example, the sentence "Jim or Joe and

Mary are corning" is syntactically ambiguous because it can have two different
meanings which the logic of propositions (as a data language) eliminates by
distinguishing between "p or (q and r)" and "(p or q) and r." Thus a data
language is free of syntactical ambiguity if each pair of its expressions
are related to each other in one and only one way.

The notion of a well

defined language consisting of well-formed expressions implies this quality.
By definition, for all data languages there must exist explicit tech
niques for manipulating the information presented in their characters
toward desired ends. Whether a given data language can provide the quantity
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of infonnation required to reduce the 1mcertainty regarding a particular
phenomenon or to support a �ational decision, leads to another evaluative
criterion. This·may be called the descriptive capacity of a data language.
It may be assessed in tenns of combinatorial information theory.

To assess

this criterion, reference to the phenomena to be recorded is not required (the
absence of an observation may well be information bearing) but reference to
the way this infonnation is to be transformed is indispe/sable in ascertaining
whether the descriptive capacity of� data language is adequate for a given
problem.

Thus, relative to a given explicit procedure for bringing informa

tion to bear on a given problem, one can also assess the infonnational
adequacy of a data language.
Related disciplines.

It should be noted that the concern with data languages

is shared by several disciplines though their contributions vary in si gnifi
cance and might not be folllld indexed by this name.

For example, there is a

considerable body of literature on mea�urement theory. According to Stevens
(1946) and based on the original work done by Campbell (1928):
Measurement, in the br-oadest sense, is defined as the assign
ment of numerals to objects or events according to rules.
The fact that numerals can be assi gned llllder different rules
leads to different kinds of scales and different kinds of
measurement. The problem then becomes that of making expli
cit (a) the various rules for the assignment of numerals,
(b) the mathematical properties (or group structures) of
the resulting scales, and (c) the statistical operations
applicable to· measurements made with each type of scale.
Accordingly, measurement is a fonn of data making which results in
numerical or quantitative terms for subsequent analysis. As mentioned above,
there seems to be no need to make quantification the sol�asis of validity.
In the social sciences, it was argued, qualitative tenns are often more ap
propriate for the phenomena of their concern and modern mathematics has pro
vided techniques for the manipulation of qualitative data which are as rigorous as
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quantitative techniques have been since many years.

Stevens' problem of

explicating the mathematical properties of various scales of measurement can
be generalized to the problem of explicating the syntax of the data languages
nnder consideration. Scales are but one kind of variables a data language may
employ. The explication of other descriptive devices may prove more diffi
cult but also more productive in the end.
Another relevant body of literature pertaining to data languages may
be fonnd under the heading of formal syntax and semantics which, as a

branch of logic, investigates respectively the relations between signs and
between signs and their referents, particularly of artificial languages.

In

measurement theory, semantics reduces to the "rules for assigning numerals
.· ..
to objects" and syntax boils down to numerical relations between the points
on a scale. However, when the objects of description are linguistic con
structions which may have complex gramatical forms, meanings and elaborate
implications, then other more powerful systems may be needed to capture what
is relevant. Here, formal logic may aid the development of adequate data
languages.

The difficulties of transcribing natural language text in formal

logical terms should not be played down but once they are overcome, the door
to several otherwise inaccessable forms of analysis, is opened.
Finally, there is a considerable literature concerned with the problem
of ascertaining which fonnal languages are acceptable to which computing devices.
This literature is found under the heading of automata theory and computational
linguistics.

In measurement theory, the problem that is analoguous to the

above is the problem of ascertaining the applicability of statistical operatio1:-5

I

on certain types of scales. The power of automata theory lies in the generality
in which the problems are posed.

Most of its theore-pms can.be exemplified on
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languages that embody the O and t's of the binary alphabet in tenns of which not
only all scales can be defined but also most other computable data structures.
In the following, I will define the mathematical tenns needed, survey
some of the most prominent data languages, and explore the structure of their
variables and their syntax.

This will lead naturally to the discussion of the

semantic adequacy of a data language - relative to a set of phenomena or to the
language of a source - and of the informational adequacy - relative to the require
ments posed by a given problem and explicit procedures available.

Several as

sociated issues such as the emic-etic issue in designing data languages will
become transparent in the course of this discussion.

Mathematical Backgrotmd
·. tn this section I will define the notations for d�scribing data
languages •. Set 0eory _seems to be the most natural candidate for des

. cribing tjlese languages. · On the one hand, much of :mathematics can be
.

.

.

defined in its tenns, on the other hand, it allows one to consider
qualities much. as ordinary language,, does.
The ftmdamental concepts of
.

set theory, - sets, elements, subsets., tmion and intersection of sets,
mappings, products, power sets, etc. - have mnnerous equivalencies in
other domains of £annal inquiry which cannot be considered here. The

aim is primarily to establish the meanings of these tenns and the opera
tions they denote so that the subsequent survey of data languages become
clear. The reader familiar with this terminology may want to go on to
the next section.
Sets

Sets and Elements.
----·---.
.

Consider the following objects: @, *, 2, e, 2, and

f:i .

These are symbols which could be names of things, labels for categories or
the letters of an alaphabet. What the�syrnbols represent is quite im

material. Set theory requires only that they have some identity of their
own and that they are distinguishable from each other. A collection of
such objects constitute a set which is nothing but another object though
of a different kind. Capital letters are corrnnonly used to den,ote sets.
With the equal sign reading "denotes," "replaces" or "is constituted by,"
a set may be defined on the above objects as follows:

Each symbol in the curly parenthesis is an element of the set. The order
of the elements in the parenthesis is arbitrary, and duplication of

. _{3

:.

elements in a set are ignored, e.g., fe, e, e, e, @, 2, 21 =
Since the object
we can say, . e
. belongs to. S.

e - is among those which constitute the set

is an element of

S ,

e

is a member of

S

, or

S

,

e

This is commonly written as·
e E

Given · S

fz, e, @ 1 .

S

as it is defined, it is also true that

@E S

and 2

eS

which may be written as ·
@, ZE. S
but it is false that
S

or

*

*E

S.

Thus, we say that

does not belong to

and · * f S

is not an element of

This may be written as.

S.
*

eE S

*

f

s

are two proportions about the membership of elements in

sets, each has two possible truth values.
·Universal and empty sets.

When talking about· sets, one is likely to

consider them in reference to a larger set, the set of all objects under
�s
consideration for whatever� In the above example, the universal set which
is also called the universe or the reference set of S is

U

=

't_@, *,

2, e, ?,

6.3

For another example, the set of unmarried people that live in
Philadelphia refers first of all to the set of all people within which it
singles out those Philadelphi-ans that are single.
constitutes the universal set.

Here, the set of people

The reliance on a specified universe is not just a verbal matter.
Its importance will be seen in the definition of sets by a characteristic
property and in the definition of a set's complement.
It is conv:enient to introduce also a symbol for the other extreme,
the set-that contains no elements. This set is called the empty set.

It

is also referred to as null set/ and may be said to be void. The two
symbols used for empty sets are:

For example, the set of 300 year old htnnan individuals is an empty set
according to all known statistics, so is the set of tmi colored objects
that are both red and green.
Subsets and inclusion.

In the above example, it is evident that all

elements in S also belong to the universal set U. lm.der these conditions
we can say that S is a sebset of U,

S is contained in U, or S

is included in U. More generally, let S and Q be two sets of the same
universe, the relation of inclusion is defined by the equivalence of the
two propositions:
Ac: B

is equivalent to

cf£

A implies

Suppose Q consists of the elements @, *, 2, e, and
l@ , 2 , e}

c.

j.£

B)

A then

l_@ , * , 2 , e, �}

But the converse is not true because the two elements * and
not in S.

clearly Sc::. Q:

A are

in Q but

Thus, we write

15

Note that B

is a set and A is a subset of

B

but A c B

is a

proposition a.bout a (possibly) �s�etrical sharing of elements between
the two sets.

As a proposition, the relation of inclusion has two possible

truth values.
The relation can also be visualized by so called Euler circles or
Euler diagrams.

In such a diagram, each circle represents one set and the

area it encloses contains all elements of that set.
which the proposition

Ac

iis true may be depicted by:

Whereas a situation in which A 4= B

Equality.

A set

Thus, a situation in

is depicted by:

A is equal to a set

B

if they both have the same

members, i.e. every element which belongs to A also belongs to
every element in

B

also belongs tb A.

B

and

The definition of the equality of

two sets is
A =

B

if and only if A c B

and B c A
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Since every set is a subset of its�lf,several treaties on set
theory distinguish between "subsets" and "proper subset�" or between
"contained in" and "properly contained in." Accordingly, the proposition "A
is a pro:eer subset of B" is restricted to situations in which A c B and
not A= B while the proposition "A is a subset of B," denoted by

AS. B,includes the case of equality. We will refer to this distinction
only when necessary.
Definitions of Sets. A set is said to be defined if there exists an effective procedure for deciding whether an element belongs to or does not belong
to the set. This leads to the question of how a set can be defined. One
can distinguish

1',,,,....
!fll!te ways of defining a set.

'(::;Sets may be defined by listing their elements • This has • been the
·�•,>

method used above.

It involves giving a complete and exira�4·are: account of

the elements of a set. For example:
Q=

t@ , *, z, e,.6.1

C =

[Mary,

N=

tO,1,2,..., 8,9}
Dusty,Carl, Dohra �

Or using the convention to use small letters for elements and distinguishing
among them by subscripts:

ei E E,
ei, ej E . E,

iE I= t_l,2, ... ,n}

the range of i and j being tmderstood

Sets may also be defined by specifying the characteristic propertv of
the elements of a set. This niethod is also called restrictive because it
Lqv:sev
requires reference to a lMger set within which the effective procedure

decides the membership of a smaller set.

Generally, such a definition is

written:
E

=

fx. \ x E. U and;p(xJ]

I\Ild read a:s " the set E consists of elements x such that x is an
element of a larger reference set U, for example, of the tmiverse, and x
exhibits the property p (or the porposition p(x) is true).

For example,

if the set C above cqnsists of all of Mr. Murg's children, it may also
be defined by requiring x to be a member of the cla:s5of human beings and

to possess the property of being a decendent of Mr. Murg. Note, the names
thereby are not revealed nor is the number of elements in the set.

For

another example, when an analyst of style talks about "the foflr'letter
words in St. John's gospel," he implicitly refers to the large set of all
words in this gospel and has in mind an effective procedure for counting
letters and deciding on each whether the property holds. Similarly, a
content analyst speaks of his "categories of violence," "the kinds of goals
sought by a character," or "the different modes of r"'ioe.,·6!5 in favor or

against a proposal," he presumably singles out for Qftet1ti on those of his

categories which have the property of denoting violence, goals, or modes of·
vt�SO"•� respectively. And thereby defines sets of categories with the
named characteristics.

In defining sets by this method, one must be aware of the paradoxes
that arise from incomplete definitions. Whether the element x exhibits
the characteristic property p (whether the proposition p(x)
must be ascertainable for all elements of the reference set U.

is true)
The defini

tion of a set in terms of "x is a sentence and the truth value of x is
stated" would not achieve this when the sentence "this sentence is false" is
encountered.
of a set.

Thfs is an example of the old ba,:,er paradox. The definition

Sets may also be defined ·� a recnisive · fotnrula. The method requires
an explicit procedure which generates (or ennumerates) all elements of a
set from one or more initial elements of this. set.

In contrast to a

restrictive definition:, this method_of defining sets_is called constructive.
The general fonn of such a definition is written:
E = fx\ x 0 c. U and, x' . = f(x))
And read: the set E (consists of el�ments

X

such that

X

is an element

of the universe U and the procedure f generates (or ennumerates) all
Sittt-h•� 1..n•I( 'It o
successor elements x' of x . The definition of
/l
xo: I i$ c 1tt}llltbe v
N = t,x I,.- and x' = x + 23

"

is an obvious example. It ennumerates the set of odd integers N

=t i,3,5,7,•.•3

from the initial number one. Without spelling out the procedure, the following
examples may illustrate the point:

{

{

J

□

.. .

)

J

BJ

.l

}
}

Recrusive definitions of sets have become important in automata theory in
,
ovics
computational linguistics and combinat�.

I

Operations on�·
Union. Let A and B be two sets of the same reference· set U, -the set
(J

A

T/ B

which is formed by :the elements that _belong either to A or to B

or to both is called �he union of A and B.
AU B

{_x '

=

For illustration, with U

s·=

f@,

2,

e1 and W

*,

Xc

OT

t@, *,

=

f

=

XE. A

It is �efined by:

B1

2, e, ? , D..j

as

the reference set and

2, e} , then the union of S and W,

SU W is:

Jn the following Euler diagram:
u

the union of A and B is represented by the shaded ares.

The union has

the following properties:
A\.) A

=

A

(indempotent)

AU B

=

BV A

(commutative)

=

(A\) B)

A \j (BU C)
A \)

0

=

A-

U

A\.JU. =

C
l1...,

(associative)
(identity)

Intersection.
The set

An B

Let· A and B be two sets of the same reference set LL
is called the intersection of A and B.

It is defined

by
A" B =

ix\ XE.

A and XE: B}

With S and W defined as above, the set S ('\ W is :

•
And in the following Euler diagram

A

\ the intersection of A and B is the shaded area which covers just those
elements which are shared by both sets.

The intersection follows the same

laws as the union:
A I\ A = A

indempotent

A

commutative

(\

B

A(\ (B (\ C)

=
=

B (\ A
(A (1 B) () C

A ('\ U = A ;

An

associative

0 = 0 identity

Complement.

Let A be a set of the reference set

U. .

The set of all

elements in the reference set but not in A is called the complement of
A.

It is•defined by:

Thus, the complement of S in reference to U is :

It should be noted that the complement of a set becomes va(U:)us if it is
not understood of what the universe of this set consists.
diagram

In the Euler

i

the complement of �represented by the shaded area.
By means of the complement also the universal set and the empty set are
definable:

A \J A

=

UL

A(\ A

=

0

Furthermore:

A

=

�

=

A

0

The operations of union and interaction both follow the distributive law with
respect to one another:

U

A U (B (\ C)

=

(A

B) (\ (A \.) C)

; (distributive)

A (\ (B \) C)

=

(A (\ B) \j (A (\ B)

(distrib�tive}

Cartesian products •

Let A and .B be two · sets, the set of all pairs fonned

from one el�ment of A and from one element of B is called the Cartesian
product of A and B;

�"'-�

the product of A q11d B or simply A � J:S.

It

is defined by ••
A • B

=

l< x, y> \

x £. A and y E B

1

The Cartesian product of A · and B may also be written as· AB.
. example, let S

=

{

@, 2, e} and Q

=

f @,

*, 2, e,

6.}

For

as defined
..

before, the product SQ may be represented as a table with the column
consisting of all elements in S, with the rows consisting of all elements
in Q and with cells consisting of all pairs of elements formed by inserting
the elements of S in the first position and the elements of Q in the
seco�d position:

*

@

S

Q
2

e

<@,@>

<@,*>

<@, 2>

<@,e>

:<@,t.>

2

<2.@>

<2, *>

<2, 2>

<2,e>

<2,t.>

e

<e,@>

<e,*>

<e,2>

<e,e>

<e,t.>

The components A and B of a prodlict:may be taken from entirely different
reference sets.

In the following extension of the Euler diagram, the product

of A of the reference set

Lf

represented by the shaded area:

and of B of the reference set V is

A

v-

B

Note that the elements of the product of two sets are ordered pairs.
Products of unequal sets are not invertable, i.e.:
A

r

B implies AB

r

BA

Products are not limited to two components only. Products of two, three,
four, •..,

n sets constitute planes, three-dimensional, four-dimensional, ....,

n-dimensional spaces having couples (pairs), t�iples, quadruples, •.., n-ttl.ples
as elements respectively.
When Cartesian products are formed from n identical sets we can
write

< x1,

xz, .... '

2Si > E_ X:-

All operations that are defined on ordinary sets can also be applied on
Cartesian products and their subsets.. Only the members of such products
are different. They have several components. And because of this
defjnitional fact, subsets of products may exhibit structures and relational
properties to which more will be said in the follrnving.

Relations and transfonnation
Relational names. The sentences "x is 'less than y," ''x comnn.micates
with y," "x wrote y . at the age of z," "x times 'Y equals z," contains
two or more variables connected with each other by a relational name.

s

Thefe

sentences may also be called open sentences in two or more variables rela>
�v
tional propositions with two or more argumentsJ aliames relating in variable� --4are denoted by:

and may be called an n-valued or n-ary relational propositions. It is.easily
seen that properties, denoted by p(x), are just single valued or binary
relational names.
lmless the arguments of these relational propositions are known, unless

,,
"�
do not specify a relation and remain mere fonnulV. Thus a relation should

the names are defined on the sets whose elements they mean to relate, thell'

1'

not be confused with the names given to particular incidents of a relat1on.
Definitions of Relations.

Relations are subsets of Cartesian products of two

or more sets. A relation is said to be defined on a product set if there
exists an effective procedure for deciding whether an element of the product
set does or does not belong to the subset.

This definition equals relations

with special kinds of sets that are defined not on a single set but on pro
ducts thereof. Accordingly, one can distinguish among three ways of defining
relations:

by a list of elements, by a relational proposition, and by a

recfij,ive formula.

Just as one may speak of binary relations as subsets of a

product of two sets whose elements are couples or pairs, so can one speak of
n-ary or n-valued relations as subsets of a product of n sets whose elements
are n-tttples.

111us:

-

-

a list of their constituent elements are most
Relations that are defined bv
;;;...
basic in the

""Sf.

9'ame

that all other ways of defining sets Im1st ultimately be

reduceable to this form:

... ,
When a researcher attempts to correlate two or more variables he always_ starts
with a collection of couples, triples, etc., which constitute the binary,
tertiary, etc., relation he may wish to study. Relations defined by
listing their constituent elements do not rely on names. In fact, in most
empirical research the task is one to study the properties of an observed
relation and to find a suitable name for integrating it into a valid
'i,:
theory.
The general form of defining relations !?y_ their characteristic rela
tional proposition is:

which may be read:

the n-ary relation R is the set of n-ttf,ples such

that each value of an n-t�ple belongs to a different component of a
certain product and the n-valued relational proposition p ·is true. Be
cause they are easier to visualize, let me give some binary relations as examples.

The above is easily wTitten for the binary case:
R =

£ < x,

y;,- \ x E A, y E. B and p(x, y)}

Within A as the set of men,

B as the set of women, the two-valued rela

tional proposition p(x, y) =

"x is the husband of y" is either true or

false for the elements

<

x, Y> f: AB.

The subset that satisfies the relational

2Jo

proposition is the relation R C: .AB.

f
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of m.nnbers , i. e. ,
,
the product of the set wi�h itself, the set _of couples that satisfy the rela
tional proposition "� � y" is a relation which is represented by the
In the square of the set A = . O , 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5,

diagonals shaded area'of the following table:
0

1

2

A
3

4

5

6

6
5
4
A 3

������-+!.!.C.!,;�--f

1
0

The relation which is defined in the.s�e product:
R =

l<x,y:>

\. xE.A, yE B and either <: 2±2,3tl> or < 3±2,2±1> J

- {< 0,2>, <0,47,<l,l>,< 1,5.>, < 3,1:?-, < 3,5.>-, <4,27, (4,4>}

is represented in the above table by the vertically shaded area.

In fact,.

it is the set of fields controlled according to the rules of chess by a horse
in position <. 2, 3>.
In a product of the two sets A of human individuals and B of food
stores, the relational proposition "x is divisible by y" does not specify
a relation because it is not defined in the two sets and its truth value is not
discen1ible.

"x is divisible by y" denotes a procedure for deciding among

pairs of numbers only. However, the relational proposition "x shops at y"
may be true or false for each pair consisting of a hwnan individual and a food
store and thereby defines a relation.

fonn:
R

=
=

Definitions of a relation !?Y_�_recrusive fonnula have the following

l_<x1, Xz,···,x.n>

I(

0

n:>

Xi, Xz,···, x

f( < xi, x2, •••'�n" ) }

and < xl'Xz,�--,x.n_>'

For a very simple example consider the following binary relation:
R

=

t_ < x, y> I < 0,0> and < x,y>'

=-

< y(l+x), x+y+l> mod.6}

The elements of this relation may be represented by the following diagram,

the arrows indicating merely the direction of the generative process.£e1 :tdn

0

5

< 50>

4

.

3

<30>

2

<2

1

.

0

<00>

1

•

•
<41>--<42>

.

<01>

5

2

.

<45>

Kinds of binary relations. There is no reason to restrict attention to binary
relations except that higher order relations
quickly. become complicated and
'
loose generality,funary �elations may have several well defined properties.
Such properties should not be confused with relational propositions or
names.

For example the two propositions "x �- y" - and "x

G

k,tltt.tt

J 111-1 y" name

two entirely different things. They cannot even be tested in the same
product sets. But one can say that the relation which these two proposi
tions specify within given sets are asynnnetrical because< x,y> does not
imply

< y,x > .

One can also say that they are reflexive because<.. x,x )' is

not impossible. Asynnnetry and reflexiveness are two properties of binary
relations.

The properties of relations need not have anything to do with

the names given to a relation. They are solely manifes-ted in the distri:...
butions of elements in a product set relative to each other.

Sets of sets
. .Set theory ·also permits considerations of sets which consist of

other sets.

It thus provides a tool for_fonnulating richer and more

. abstract data languages�

.

.

Sets of .sets should not "be confused with sets

that are defined on two or more other sets such as by the binary opera
tions of union, lllterpction, or by the cartesian product.

The.Te. can

still be enm.nnerated or .defined. by the elements of t_he basic sets •..
Sets .of sets imply higher forms. of organization.
Power sets.

by

Let A be a set, the set of all subsets of A, denoted

P(A), is called the power set of

s
P(S)

?

c_

{_�,

A.

For example, with

l@, z, e1,
t_@}, {z1, teJ, L�,z},{@,e1,{z,e1,
=

It is immediately evident that the elements of

of

J?(S), that is the subsets
J

S, are of different magnitude and �ome are included in others.

example:

The inclusion relation between elements of

product of the power set with itself

properties:

i.e.

xcx

XC Y does not imply

XC Y

and

YC Z

P(A)

implies

XC Z

For

is a subset of the

RC P(A)

YC X

sJ

and has the following

(reflexivity)

(antisynnnetry)

(transitivity)

A relation which is reflexive, antisyrranetric and transitive has
been defined as an ordering relation.
•

!

Hence, with inclusion as defined,

a power set exhibits an <;>rdering relation. However, it is not everywhere
defined:
X q:.. Y does not imply Y C. X

(not everywhere defined)

Hence, the power set must be said to be partially ordered. A more graphical
llllderstanding of this partial ordering is achieved by a diagram in which
an arrow from X to Y means X CY.· For Sas defined above such a
diagram is:

Another example is the set of all subsets of a universe that can
be singled out by two set denotations and by the ·operations of llllion or
intersection.

In the following diagram arrows indicate the direction of

inclusions above.

This

fonn of diagrarrnning the ordering in a power set also illustrates

another important property:
AC -E

P(Al C. P(E)

implies

If, in _the above example, the lllliverse would consist of nothing but the
llllion of the two sets, then the power set of this set would consist of the
eight elements on the left side of the diagram. The addition of a reference
to elements in neither of the two sets, evidently multiplies the number of
possible references by two. The resulting power set of the larger set which
has been diagramed above clearly includes the power set of the smaller set.
Partitions. Let A be a set.
which are not empty,

A set of subsets

of A

oint and whose collective llllion is A

is-�:�alled a partition P of A. Or in symbols,
if:
x1. ::f 0

for �.11 i,j, x/'lxj
then:
The subsets

=

0

i=l, 2,..• ,k
i,j

=

1, 2,.:., k

\x1 \J x2 \J ••• u xk = A
is a partition of A.
P
� x1, x2,..., �31

are also called the equivalence classes of P or the k

parts of the partition. For example, in the diagram:

The set Q is partitioned into 5 mutually non, overlapping subsets with
·none of the �lements in Q left out.
Every partition of .A implies. an equivalence relation on A,
and, vice versa, every equivalence relation_on A induces a partition of
A. This can be seen by referring to the definition of equivalence rela
tion as one that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Accordingly,
RC. AZ is an equivalence relation if for all a,b,cE A,
· (reflexive)

<a,a'7 E R
< a,b> ER implies

·< a,b> E

<

b ,a >GR

R and <b,c'7 6 R implies

< a,c,>E R

(symmetric)
(transitive)

The relational proposition that would define this equivalence relation in
AZ is "x belongs to the same set as

y."·

Just by inspection of the

above diagram, one can easily verify the three properties for they say
nothing else than that:

for all a,b,c, E X;
a E. X.1

a,b E. X.
a,bE. X.

1

1

implies . b ,a€ X.

and b,cE X
i

1

implies a,c, E

Partitioning a set is thus equivalent to defining an equivalence relation
on this set.
Examples of partitions are numerous.

The relational proposition

"x has the same parents as y" partitions a set of human individuals
into mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets of members of the same family.
If the subject in a psychological experiment is asked to group a set of
objects (colors, words, political beliefs, events) into sets that are
similar, then a partition of the· set of objects is e:x1Jerimentally induced.
The most obvious partitions occur in d1\rfrti;5 the territory of a state into

�

voting districts, into areas with identical zip codes or into zones of
eqaal pIDpulation densities.
Partition sets.

noted
S
il(S)

Let A ·be a set, the set of all partitions of A, de

1f(A), is called a partition set.

=

=

[@, 2, ej,

(H@1, [ 2 1, fe3}

For example with:

,H@] ,l 2 ,efl, {t@, 2 }, t e }}, [f@,e},l 2 fl 1 H@, 2, e13}.

Note that the elements of pow er sets are sets, but the elements of partition
sets are sets of sets.

Thus, sets of partitions are one step further re

moved from the set of elements on which they are de fined than pow er sets

are.

This is indicated by the three l evel parenthesis required to ennumerate

the elements of 1T(S) above.

The elements of 1T(S) are not without order relative to each other.

For example, the partition tf@l , { 2 ,e}j-

can be obtained from {l@1, [ 2 ,l,[e }]

by the union of th e two sets containing the el ement
the partition { {@, 2 '} ,

operations.

f 11
e

and

cannot be obtained from fl@ } ,

respectively but

-f

2 ,�}

3

by such

For anoth er exampl e, the form partitions diagramed below are variously
obtainabl e from each other by joining two or more parts of the partitions
or are incompatible with respect to this operation.
is called refinemeTut.

This relative property

By definition, a partition P is said to be finer

than Q, written P< Q, if every class of P is included in a claJ(of Q.
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is
finer
· t.;:han

.-./

is
:f;iner
than

neither is a
-- - - refinement of the - - - other

is
finer
than

is
finer
than

Refinements can also be represented by mappings-.

Since mappings must be
sis
single valued and everywhere defined and P--( Q is defined as "every clc¢ of P
is included in a class of Q,11 P is a refinement of Q�lies that there exists
a.mapping from P onto Q.
Refinements of partitions are common. The United States may be partitioned
into its states, each into its counties, each into its boroughs, etc. Since
each subsequent partition honors the boundaries of the preceeding rougher
partition, the process is one of refinement. In sorting objects according
to nwnerical identifications, one may proceed by first partitioning the set
of objects into those whose number starts with 0,1,2 ...,9. Then into those
whose number starts with 00,01,02 ... ,99,etc. and thereby introducing finer
and finer partitions until the finest partition, the numbers themselves are
reached.

Refinements between partitions have the following properties:
(reflective)

X..t; X

(antisymmetric)

,x��Y does not imply yr.f X

(transitive)

X-,( Y and Y '( Z implies X � Z
not (X � Y)

does not imply

Y

<

(not everywhere defined)

X

hence, refinements of partitions impose a partial ordering of.the set of all
.

possible partitions.

With

x,< Y

llvies

be�

"It<,'{

indicated by sm. erroH £rem X � Y, the
..
set of partitions of four elements is diagramed as follows:

3-=t

:tatticeorderings
To define particular ordering relations within the variables of data
languages, ·the notion of·a;·Lattice·has beco�e increasingly important
· (Birkhoff, 1940).

La�tices

.

can also be regarded as special algebras, thus
.

connecting the static ·notion of structure and of order with the more dynamic
notion of operations.
Algebra. An algebra consists of a set of expressions that are fonned from
·a set of elementary symbols by means of one or more many-valued operations.
For a sinple example, . let T . be the representative of symbols on a type
writer i.e. the letters of the alphabet and some punctuation symbols, and
let .......... be the binary operation of concateJnation, then the implication;
· x,y E. T implies x-y Ei T

,,,_

defines an algebra which consists of all possible strings of symbols that

!:.· a

typewriter can produce. More generally, the algebra A =

[A,F]

is

\,defined recursively on a set of elementary s)'IJ1bols

and by means of a set of recursive mappings:

so that

[A,F]

specifies a possibly·large set of permissable expressions.

A particularly important algebra is found in lattices.
Lattices are defined by' means of two binary operations, called the
meet and the join. A set L is called a lattice if two operations uniquely
assign to every pair of elements a, b £ L one element a'I\ b E L

(the

me�tof a and b)

and one element

av b E. L

(the join of

a·

according to the following laws:
a/\ a =
,a/\b -=
a/\ (bl\ c)

thus

a

av a =

a

bJ\a

av b· =

bv a

(a/\ b)i\c

-:'{indempotent)

av (bY c)

=

a/\ (aVb} = ·av (a/\ b) · =

a

=

L = [L,lA , vJ ]

(connnutative)
(av b)V c

(associative)
(absorbtion)

is an·algebra .. It might be noted that the indempo

tent law is implied in- the absorbtion law, hence, lattices are definable
by

two binary operations whic::h satisfies the connnutative,

the associative and

the absorbtion laws.
The two operations which define the elements of a lattice may be

-

represented graphically as follows:

.

I

Several elements of a lattice may be distinguished or named relative
to certain other elements:
element

O6 L

the universal lower bound of a lattice is that

for which :

x/\.0 = 0

and x'\J O =

x

for all x E L

CAppe,.,and the universal � bound of .a lattice is that element
x /\ I =

x

and

xV I

=

IE L for which:

I for all xE: L

according. to this tenninology. the meet·· of a and b, a I\ b, may be called
the greatest lower bolllld of a and b, .and the join of :'a and b, a y b,
may be called the least � bound of a and b.
Two elements, a,b EL, are called complements of each other, if:
a/\ b = 0 and a V b = I
of two elements, a,b E L, a is said to be innnediately superior to b,
or shorter, a covers b, if:
aA b = a

and a A x = a and x /\ b = x for no x E L

� or,tt,��q����:
av b = b

and av x = x and x\/ b = b for no x E L

The covering relation allows chartering complex lattices in.detail.
In diagrams of this sort, the elements of L provide the nodes and a straight
line is drawn between two nodes whenever a covering relation between the
corresponding elements in L exist.

In addition, the universal upper

bound of L occupies the topmost position in the diagram whereas the univer
sal lower bound of L occupies the lowest possible position.

Examples of

some very simple lattices are charted accordingly:

(a)

Vo
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Two examples of lattices have been discussed earlier..
set of all subsets and the set of all pa:r;titions.

If

�e

.

a, b E: 1P (A)

a/\ b

as the interlction of the two ' subsets
can be interpreted
.

of. A

and

A

aV b

W (A) .

and

¢

It might be noted that the lattice

are two partitions, then

aV,b

is that partition

by the tn1ion of all equivalence classes of
The universal upper bound of \\ (A)

a

b

A each.

a

A

(d)

oif.'
b

a, ·b E 11 (A)

4:;

1
which is obtained �
that.. overlap.

where equivalence classes contain

Further,

a

covers

can be obtained from the partition

Incidentally, the lattice

If

and of

of the ab9ve

(a)

is £A} and the universal lower

is that partition of

exactly one element of
partition

and

:fs the universal lower

examples is a power set of a set of three elements.

botn1d of 'ff (A)

a

then

can .be interpreted as the union of these two subsets.

is th� universal upper bound of W(A)

b01.md of

\f

The/e are the

b

b. in 1\(A)

if the

by uniting two classes.

is formed on all partitions of a set with

three elements.
Lattices can be distinguished also by whether certain algebraic laws
·"hold within them.

For example, obeying the distributive laws !

a/\ (b V c)

=

(a/\ b) Y (a/\ c)

for all

a,b,c EE L

av (b/\ c)

=

(av b)/\ (a V c)

for all

a,b,c E. L

defines the class of distributive lattices which do not contain sublattices
of the form

(c)

and (d).

aV b

=

a

The condition:
implies

defines a chain of which the. graph
Ordered sets .

a/\ b
(e)

=

b

for all

a,b E:::

L

is an example, etc.

.An ordered set has been defined as a set with a binary rela

tion that is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive.

Examples are munerous.

The relational propositions "x preceeds y," "x is equal or greater than

P

y," "x is. contained in y," "x causes y," "x connmmicates to y,"
.

��

"x is preferable to y,'.' Yto this mnnerostty. Usually, ordered sets are

thought of as scales,like a rank ordering of objects according to size,
a rank ordering of persons according to fame, etc. But other fonns of
orderings are possible within the above definition of ordered set. For
example, the complex sequence of actions which one might have to take in
order to become a consciencious objector"\�
y.r the draft is an ordered set of

events which one might want to represent by a flqw chart, having a definite

beginning and a definite end. A grammar which determines the word order

within a sentence renders the set of words as an ordered set which cannot
p@Vflll401-erA

be �•isrrt:e,,a freely.

.-

In around as for any two elements of an ordered set

thete must be ascertainable which element of that set is the least upper

"

:0 ,'/

b6'nd of both and, conversely, for any such elements there must be ascertainaLle
their greatest lower bound. Ordered sets are lattices and the different
properties of lattices govern different properties of ordere� sets.

A2

Morphisms and Representations
We now consider two relations, two orderings, two ·transformations', two
algebras, etc. aIJ.d state the -conditions under which one can be regarded as
a representation of the other. Informally, one can·say that one relation
may be regarded as a represent��ion of a second.relation if there exists
,

�- v.e1e;1,0,,

a mapping from the latter to the former so that.at-least some of is=s

k

properties are preserved..
In a very elementary sense, the issue has already been touched upon
when discussing the ordering of partitions.

It had been argued that if a

partition P is a refinement of a partition Q then there must exist

a mapping from P's equivalence classes to those of Q. Such a mapping
preserves the distinctions between some e�uivalence classes and looses the
distincti.ons between others by merging them into one_�
More formally, the many-valued relation QC B is said to be a
homomorphic representation of the many-valued relation Re A if there
exists a mapping

f:

A-7 B such that:

Under these conditions

f is

called a homomorphism.

When the inclusion is

sharpened to an equ/ality between the two sets then the relation Q is
called an isomorphic representation of the relation R and
isomorphism.

<f

is called an

Isomorphisms are one-to-one mappings which make the two

relatio� representations of each other. Graphically, the situation may be
depicted as follows:

resenta
elation

the mapping

f

I

is a morphism

A-+B

To make these two important morphisms more transparent, let me consider
an algebra A =

[A,o]

consisting of expressions fa, b, a b, c, a c, ·b c,
0

0

a o b O c,... 3 following the indempotent, connnutative and associative laws .
algebra B

=

[B, *]

The

is said to be a homomorphic representation of A _if

there exists a mapping
,.<

0

f :A�B
r re::

�

"

'f(aob) cf(a) ·*

/\

Set� '/t.r."ff""" •..
_.. '\
f(b)

for all a, be A.

A and B are isomorphic representations of each other if the inclusion
is replaced by an equality implying the mapping to be one-to-one.

A good

example of·an isomorphism is provided by the logarithmic function as used
on slide rules of in other computational devices.

These represent the opera

tion of multiplication by the operation of addition without loss:
log(a•b)

= log(a)

+

log(b)

Of particular impotance are order preserving transformations which constitute
a particular. class· of morphisms in which the relation remains tmaltered� . In
the binary case, this would require:

,-.(_ " � b f.ia,ti .,,.....1:,...,.,, c, .e.-�eG., h,,. ...s f!;-�4·�

'f(c.} < 'f{b)

oea-,f!,

for an example, trre bhra:t y aper. :ion of addition 1 emains in¥ariavt ta
p.J.isa.tions with a sca1Cfr:

,,#< ,.,,,,,;4)(

� � · ct becQa..k:

,s �pvere 01.
. "' �

JDJ1] tj -

JEEI:

Noting that morphisms are mappings that transform the properties of R into
those of· Q and vice versa, noting further that mappings can be represented

as subsets and operated on accordingly, the condition for Q is a homomor
phic representation of R can be stated more elegantly as:
RC

r-l

Qf

and Q is an isomorphic representation of R implies accordingly•'

If . R and Q are both defined by the same relational proposition or by the
same recursive function, then '(is called an order preserving homomorphism
or isomorphism respectively.
Recalling that any mapping and its inverse:

induce an equivalence relation by rendering equivalent all elements in the
mappings domain that have the same transform in its range we can see that the

expression

·•I&

vtr,vtst,ds

too induces an equivalence relation. However, the latter is one that -SiOtttt. .
'. . .
,.,
�i,t. Q
'l.2£: L � properties � � tl:.tose �mt Me i1 R while the former is
not so constrained.
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A relation:

R

= · [<x,y>

I X€.A,

ye B .and p(x,y)}

is called reflexive if. A= B and for every XE A:.
<x,x>

E

R

A relation is· called synnnetric if A = B and for every <x,y
<x,y.> E R implies

>

< y,x> E. R •

A relation is called antisynnnetric if A= B and for every< x,y>

< x,y> .E: R and < y,x> E R implies x

= y

A relation .is called transitive if� A= B and for every x, y, z.E: A:
<x,y,- E R and

<y,z > E R implies

< x,z 7 E. R .

A relation is called an equivalence relation if the relation is reflexive,
synnnetric and transitive.
A relat�on is called an ordering relation if the relation is reflexive,
antisynnnetric and transitive.
A r:elation is called decomposable if for every a, C.E A and b, d E B:

z a,b>, < c,d>

E:

R implies < a,d >,

<

c,b> e R .

Let A be called the domain of a relation R and let B be called
its range, we express R as a subset of the following Cartesian product:
R CAB .
A and B may be both.Cartesian products and the labeling is actually quite

4t

arbitrary except with reference to the following two.properties and because
the direction of a relation is thereby indicated as going from A to B:

is:

of a relation �th elements < x,y > cf R is denoted by R-l and
<)(.)' �. � ....... ,,., �)', .ir>e-t·' .
of cl;!�ii:t& <y,x) f � . _. Accordingly, the direction of an inverse

R:

A� B •

A relation is said to be everywhere defined if for every xE A in its domain
there exists at least one element yE B in its range such that:
< x,y>E R
Similarly, such a relation is said to be single-viiued if for every xE A
in its domain there exist at most one element y E. B in its range.
A relation which is both single-valued and everywhere defined is called a
mapping.

Mappings are also called functions. and have a wide scope of appli -:-

cations.
A relation is called one-to-one if both the relation and its inverse are
mappings.
Transfonnations.

Transfonnations can be interpreted as processes which

are defined (or applied) on a set.of operands and yield transforms.

All

relations with n-tuples as their elements

can be used as transformations by holding the elements in one set of
components in which they are defined and asking what this implies about

elements in the other set of components. As transfonnation, a relation
may be used in the following manner

< x.

1+1

1
�

' ••• ,Xn>

.

E. . R( <
.

xl, Xz, •.. ,x . >)
l.

whereby R(< x1, x2, ••• ,xi>) produces one or more elements • .Again, the
set of operands may be identified as llfing in the domain of the transfonnation and the set of transforms may be identified· as lying in the range of

the transfonnation.

Mappings provide transformations with important properties.
Mappings are usually denoted by Greek letters. With .A as the domain
and with B as the range, a mapping is a subset:

A-?" B .

\l :

Because mappings are single valued and everywhere defined, a mapping
transforms any element of its domain into exactly one element in its
range:
p (a) EB

and when applied to all elements in its domain, the set of transforms
appears as the subset of its range:

In·cornparison, a relation which is not a mapping may introduce at
least one of two sources of uncertainty when used as a transforniation.
If R is not single-valued then there exists at .least one element a E .A
in its domain for which R(a)

has more than one elen1cnt in B and if R

is not everywhere defined then there exists at least one element
aE. A in its domain for which R(a)

does not exist in its range.

Recursive transformations are defined within one set.
RC: A2
R:

Q

R(aJ c A

0

Recursive mappings have been exemplified in the definitions of sets
�•

and of relations. Thus the function
ennumerates all positive integers.

=

x + 1, when started with zero,

The direction of time in a process must not be confused with the
direction of a relation from a domain to its range.

If in a population

each sender sends one letter to any one receiv�the11, the direction of
the infonnation flow coincides with that of the mapping. Because addresses
may receive more than one letter, senders constitute the domain and re
ceives the range of the mapping.

But, if families do not have more than

one TV set and can therefore watch the progrannning of only one station at
a time, then the connmmication process might be describable by a mapping
from the audience members to the stations while information flows the
other way around. Since usually many audience members listen to a station,
the inverse would not be single valued.
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Cardinalitf of sets
Cardinal Numb ers.

Let A be a se t which consists of exactly m

el ements.

The cardinal number of the set A is de fined by:
#A

m

=

where # is a mapping of a pow er se t of which A is a memb er into the re al
numb e r system.

The mapping # may be calle d th e enume rator of a se t.
#0

=

#t e 1,e z,·_··, en1

=

Thus:

o

# £@,2,e} = 3

n

Note that the mapping # defines equivalence r elations on power sets: Se ts
with the same cardinality or cardinal number form an e quivalence class.
Cardinal Arithmetic. TI1e cardinal number of a set always equials the sum of
the cardinal numbers of all of its disjoint subse ts. Thus, for any se t A

and B of the universal se t
# U:

=

#A + #A

#A

=

#(At}B)

+

=

#(AOB)

+

=

#A + #B

#(AU B )

#(Atj3)

#(A('\ B) + #(A fl B)

from which follows that:
#(AV B)

If A and B are disjoint in

Lt '

-

#(Al}B)

L e.' A(lB

# (A(\ B)

=

0

JI (A\J B)

=

lfA +

=

#B

0,

then:

Similarly can products be regarded:
# (.AB)

=

#A

·

#(� 2)

=

#(AB)

#B

# (AB) + # (AB)

+

=

(#U.)2

Thus the cardinal arithmetic of disjoint sets follows the rules of addition
and multiplication of natural numbers.
Cardinal arithmetic leads to several interesting inequalities, for
example:
A c:: B implies

# (AOB)

#A

=

A c: B and B � A implies

<

#A

#B
=

=

# (WB) .

#B

-

To quote two distinguished cardinal numbers, the cardinal number of the power
set of A is:
#

oJ (A)

=

and the ·cardinal number of the set of all partition� of A is:
# fr (AJ

=

LL
#A

k

(-l)j

k=l j=O

(k-j)#A
J'! (k-j) !

TI1e cardinality of sets provides the basis for the quantification of otherwise
only qu�litatively presented data.

It links set theory with combinatorial and

with statistical analyses.

Cardin

a set

ich consists

set A i defined by
#A

=

m

exactly m

lements.

Variables
Definition.

A variable is a_symbol which stands for any orie of a class of two or

more values (objects, st�tes, categories, qualities, elements, etc.).

In the

algebraic formula:
(a + b)

2

=

c,

"a," "b" and "c" are variables, "2" in the position of a power sign (including the
pair of parentheses) and "+" are constants (because they have only one operational
meaning) and "=" is a logical sign as discussed above.

The use of symbols for

variables indicates that one does not know or that one does not wish to specify
which of a delineated class of values takes their place at a particular point in
time or at a particular occasion o
It should be noted that there is no generally accepted definition of the
term "variable."

Consistent with the above, Munroe (1963:15) suggests the

definition: "a variable is a place holder o • . for something with a concrete
meaning."

In the above formula, variables hold the place for numerals but there

is nothing to prevent variables to stand for such objects as letters, figures,
colors.

In the sentential formula:
(

) says (

) to (

) with the effect of (

)

places are held for names of persons, for a characterization of the meanings of a
message and of psychological or behavioral consequences thereof o

However, Munroe's

definition might be misleading because a place holding symbol that stands for one
and only one value is a constant. For something to be called a variable, it must
h old the place for more than one value.

Webster (1967) defines variable as something "able or apt to vary," "changeable,"
"fickle," "inconstant."

I like to exclude the connotation of intentionality or

willfulness in ·favor of the requirement that a variable must have the potential to
be informative.

Indeed, unless one has some reason to assume that there ar� males

and females, the v.ariable "sex" would have no descriptive significance;
conceivable that a commentator has the freedom to lean towards one

.Q.E

unless it is

the other side

of a controversey, the measurement of "commentator bias" would not make sense; unless one has reasons to believe that the Dow-Jones Average of Industrial Securities can
fluctuate, as indeed it does, the index could not be informative of anything.

This

does not mean that observations or meanings being recorded must exhaust the logical
alternatives that a variable provides but it must be possible for a variable, at least
in principle, to take one of two or more alternative values.
The notion of variable is so general that it can be expressed in a variety of
different words.

Here are some equivalents:
variable

value

collection

member

dimension

point

category set
scale
system

category
scale point
state

space

location

gauge

measure

One way of specifying a particular variable is by naming a concept according
to which a variety of objects are distinguished qualitatively or quantitatively.
examples:

For

according to the variable "sex," people are seen as being either "male"

or "female." According to the variable "age," numerals are associated with
individuals representing some magnitude of time.

And such variables as "occupation,"

"social security number," "past voting record," "attitude towards authoritarianism"
differentiate within a population in different ways.

In contrast to names for

things, events; letters or numerals, names for variables always denote a class with
all of its logically acceptable alternatives or differentiations.
Variables may also'be specified implicitly by associating a property with it
or by requiring that a relational proportion holds between them.

Thus, in:

A likes B
A stands for any one of a large class of nouns or noun phrases representing living
beings that can like something.

B stands for an even larger class of nouns or

noun phrases representing living beings, things, properties or events that can be
liked by someone.

The two variables A and B are not named but implicitly specified

by an understanding of the relational term "likes."

By the same reasoning, the "a,"

"b;" and "c" of the above algebraic formula must stand for numerals because the
operation of addition and multiplication is defin�g-within the number system.
Variables may also be defined� other variables, abstract certain features
from them and thereby subsume some of the variation in the letter.

For example,

consider what in many communication experiments with small groups has been called
patterns of communication:

I
T
Here nodes refer to
between them.

communicators and links to communication channels that exist

Clearly, such patterns are not observed as such.

The experimenter

knows that someone must sit in the center of the X-pattern or on the two ends of the

chain in order for these patterns to emerge but he discards who takes these positions
and what the individuals say to each other.
figurations are- mapped into one pattern.

Even all topologically equivalent con

The variable "pattern of communication"

among five communicators thus· consists of the following twenty values:

0

�

0

t?J"
0

0

�

Probably most important in the definition of variable is that it takes any one
but only one value at a time or at an occasion.

In methodological treatises in the

social sciences· this definitional requirement is often expressed in terms o'f: "categories
must be mutually exclusive (and exhaustive)" which means nothing more than that each
unit of analysis must be' recordable in· terms ·of one and only one of .a variable's valu�s ,• In
elementary situations, this is obvious:

a physical object can have only one tempera-

ture at any one point in space and in time;
one biological age, one sex, etc.

a person can have only one place of birth,

On administrative forms, as used to file income

tax returns for example, variables appear as labeled blanks and it is expected that
only one check, one numerical entry, or one verbal answer is inserted in each case.
The requirement is also manifest in the fact that variables almost always bear names
in singular form.
The values of a variable must be mutually

exclusive or else a data language

may become logically inconsistant or conceptually inadequate.

For example, although

it is expected that a person is at any one moment of time of one age only, it is not at
all frequent that someone uses more than one age which would violate the mutual ex
clusiveness of the age values.

When someone uses one age for qualifying for a certain

job, another for maintaining the socially desirable attributes "young and beautiful"
and a third one in the official travel documents, each may have to be treated as a
variable in their own right.

The mutual exclusiveness appears violated only because

these variables are not separated according to their relevant social contexts.

Or,

consider the example of a data language which allows only one meaning for each verbal
expression to be recorded but words turn up to be ambiguous and expressions have more
than one legitimate interpretationo

Such situations not only introduce inconsistencies

in the data but also render the data language semantically inadequate, an issue to which
I will turn later.

In order to restore the mutual exclusiveness of categories for

these multiple meanings, one may have to increase the power of the recording instrument
by defining the variables to include all combinations of meanings of valid alternatives.

But in redefining a variable on, say, a set of "single meanings" pne at once intro
duces ordering relations: a sentence whose interpretations include the interpretation
·of another sentence is related to the latter by some kind of inclusion relation.
Hence, while this new variable provides mutually exclusive alternatives for recording
such interpretations, it 'implies an ordering, a metric gf a special kind.

This will

be the topic of much of the following discussions.
It should be mentioned that in addition to the exclusiveness requirement it
is often demanded that the categories of a variable be exhaustive.

This means that

every observation, every recording unit under consideration be describable without excep
tion.

It may be noted that this is not implied in the definition of variable and,

indeed, it is not a necessary prerequisite for something to be regarded as a variable.
It is a problem of the semantical adequacy of a data language.

Clearly, ideas may

be novel or not but can not be distinguished according to their length, sentences vary
in complexity but have no mass, the United Nations is sometimes active, sometimes passive
but it fails to be describable in terms of its nationality.

Variables may be forced to

be exhaustive by eliminating from a sample all those units that cannot be described in
given terms or by adding the category "not applicable" to each variable.

Part of these

problems are discussed in the section on the recording process.
Open and Closed Variables.

All data are finite in number and so are the descriptive

devices used to record them for analysis.

This is not to suggest that their analysis

is therefore simple, in fact, the computation of many of the more interesting abstract
properties of finite data easily runs into astronomical time requirements and becomes
practically impossible.

A traditional way to reduce the variety in data is to define,

prior to any recording, a fixed set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories
or scale values in terms of which all units can be described.

Variables of this kind

are defined by listing their respective alternatives explicitly and prior to the record
ing task.

For example, the seven points of a semantic differential scale (Osgood, Suci

and Tannenbaum,1957) cannot be altered in the course of an analysis, and Laswell's eight

values (Lasswell and Kaplan, 1950) are not expected to require revision or extension.
Thus the nature of the observations to be recorded does alter neither the number nor the
list of alternatives of a variable.

A variable so constructed will be called closed.

However, there is another way of defining'variables which is analogous to defining
a set by specifying the characteristic-properties of its elements.

For example, one

may instruct a computer to scan a written text and extract all words in the syntactical
positions of an adjective, of a noun, of a verb and of an adverb respectively.

Not

withstanding the difficulties involved in defining these properties, the computer will
produce four separate list of words or phrases which constitute four variables whose range
of values is not known in advance.

Similarly, when the observer of a family therapy

session is asked to write all expressions made by a child in defiance of his parents,
he is given the universe of all expressions and a characteristic property which defines a subset of indefinite size.

A variable so defined will be called open.

There are of course many advantages and disadvantages to either approach to
defining variables.

Some relate to the issue of emic and etic approaches to message

analysis and to the possibility of gaining comparable research results;

others relate

to the nature of the intended content inferences, for example, whether the total
absence of a logical possibility is inductively significant.

But most important of all,

open and closed variables make different analytical demands.

They may require differ

ent analytical applications, certainly incur different expenses and vary in the
significance of their results.
Orderings in variables.

The most important formal distinctions among types of variables

lie in the kinds of ordering relations among their altenative values.

Texts in social

science methods always distinguish between qualitative and quantitative measurements
and perhaps, following Stevens (1946), among scales that possess ordinal, interval or
ratio scale characteristics.

While these types of variables are indeed most common,

they by no means exhaust the ordering relations of interest to the social sciences, par
ticularly when one is concerned with recording meanings.

The following table gives an

overview of the kinds of orderings in variables to be discussed in the order of the
assigned classification number.
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But before turning to the presentation of these kinds of variables it should
be emphasized that orderings within variables must here be regarded as invariant within
a given data language.

The ordering relations within the values of a variable then serve

as constants and are not free.

This fact should not preclude someone from recording

data without the assumptions of a powerful ordering and from devising empirical
tests to ascertain which ordering might fit the observations best.
procedures fall in this category.

Most scaling

However, we are here concerned with what a researcher

may want to start out with so that the data he generates do not remain too elementary
and tests can quickly uncover "1bat is sought.

Unordered variables
(1.0) category sets,

more commonly called nominal scales, consist

of entirely unordered values and are thereby equ�valent to the motion
of a set.
The reason for the name nominal scale lies in the history of measure
ment theory. With a strong bias from physics, "measurement" is often too
narrowly "defined as the assignment of numerals to objects or events accorc!
ing to rules" (Stevens, 1946). Traditional examples include the numbering
of football players or the numbering of lottery tickets.

Thus, on the one

hand, the reliance on numerals easily suggests some linear arrangement of
objects or events or a more or less of some quantity which conforms to the
intuitive_ motion of a "scale."

On the other hand, the explicit absence

of any meaningful order among the

points of a nominal scale "reduces the

11

operational meaning of numerals to labels or type numbers.

Words,

letters or any set of distinguishing marks would serve the same purpose.
Listing the� of categories is therefore not only a matter of convenience
but also underlines the absence of any ordering, i.e., the absence of the
motion of a scale.

This makeS the term"nominal scale" somewhat odd though

its explicit definition is quite unambiguous.
With the absence of any ordering, a nominal scale is nothing but a set
of categories or a set of symbols which serve as the
which observations are cast.

pidgeon

holes into

The usual requirement is that the elements of

the set be individually recognizable and distinct as well as freely permutable.
The former requirement is equivalent to the requirement that the values of a

variable �e mutually exclusive which m�st hold for all variables, the,
latter requirement merely assures the absence of any ordering.
Unlike with other types of variables, the gre�t simplicity and general
ity of-nominal scales nevertheless causes confusion.

For example, in the

following system of names, it is not altogether clear which denote indi
vidual categories and which denote sets of categories, or the variables
of the system, a distinction which must be maintained very carefully
else the validity of subsequent analysis is not ascertainable.
Standards for rejecting Freud's dream theory
A.

Depreciation through value judgement
1. Ridicule and mockery
2. Rejection on moral grounds.
3. Denial of validity

B.

Denial of scientific character of theory
1. Questioning analyst's sincerity
2. Questioning verification of theory
3. Questioning methodology

C.

Exposure of social status of theory
1. Disagreement among experts
2. Fashionableness
3. Lack of originality ( Henna, Kris and Shor, 1943 from Holsti;l969:107)

The key to deciphering this ambiguity lies in the notion of variable
and particularly in the rules employed to map units of observation into its
alternative terms.

One has to ascertain which categories are mutually ex

clusive and within which bounds observations are allowed to vary.

If, in the

above example, the units of observation are sentences expressing a rejection
and there is reason to believe that each "atomic" rejection can employ only
one standard, then it is possible to view all nine numbered names as

mutually

exclusive categories of the one variable called "standards for rejecting•••• "

On the other hand, if one conceptualizesa rejection as always having
three logically independent dimensions, a value dimension (A), a vali�
ity dimension (B) and a Social dimension (C), and observers are instructed
to decide among the alternatives delineated by each, then there are three
nominal variables each with

three mutually exclusive categories. Most

likely though, none of these two interpretations pertain to how data were
recorded in this case, probably observers were instructed to decide on
which standards of judgement a particular argument relies and on which
standards it does not.

In this case
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present" and "absent" become the

two categories of each of nine standards which are now the variables of
the study, and the lettered headings, however convenient they may be for
conceptualization, have nothing to do with the data language employed.
The situation would change only with regard to the number of categories
in each of the nine nominal scales if observers were instructed to
actually list the words used to refer to each kind of standard for reject
ing the theory.
Probably a more appropriate name for variables consisting of unordered
terms would be "category set." Mathematically, a nominal scale is nothing
but a� of elements, each of which is individually recognizable and distinct. The elements ofa nominal scale are thereby given the status of.!�
of mutually exclusive categories. As long as no two categories of the set
are given the same label, data recorded in these terms remain unaltered.
Thus, any one-for-one substitution of the labels of the set of categories
or any one-to-one transformation defined on such a set maintains the
mathematical property of nominal scales: the individual recognizability and
distinguishability of its categories.

It is seen that not any arrangement of names qualifies for a category
set or a nominal scale.

By definition of the term variable, these names

must consist of mutually exclusive alternatives and by the definition of
a set these alternatives must not imply any ordering.

Category sets or

nominal scales may be closed by listing the values of that variable:
E =[a, b, c, ..•• ,

or remain open by defining the characteristic property P within a sample S
of alternatives:

E =

X

xeS and P(x)]

In either case, the class of one-to-one permutations, i.e., all one-for
one substitutions of the labels for categories in the set preserves the
mathematical properties of nominal scales and is therefore considered the
class of order preserving transformatio05for category sets or nominal
scales.

Variables·with ordinal metrics
Ordinal metrics are defined in terms·of the binary relation
which may be read as "is equal to or smaller than ,-" "is eftual to or
contained in,'�"implies in at least one way," "is simultaneous with or
precedes," "is equally or less preferred than, 11 etc.

For a variable V

to possess an ordinal metrics, all of its values must satisfy the following:
(reflexivity)

a :'!::- a
a

4

b and b

L

a implies a=b

a

< b and b

!::

C

implies a,

For all a,b,c

relation

(transitivity)

C

V

E

Ordinal metrics mai)' also

(antisymmetry)

be

liinked tot.lattices by defining tli.e binary

in terms of the meet a.nd the joi9 of two elements

a,b E V:
a Ab = a

implies

a� b

b = a

implies

b

a

s

a

This states nothing other than that if a is the maximum lower bound of
a and b then a is smaller than b and if a is the least upper bound of a
and b then b is smaller than a.
Ordinal metrics are preserved by any monotone increasing transformation.
is a mapping, a monotone increasing transformation assumes that for

If

any a,b
a

«

V
b

implies

(a)

(b)

Such transformations have been called order-preserving.

In a sense, ordinal metrics may be said to provide the most rudimentary
form of ordering, but the link of this undoubtedly simple ordering relation
to lattices offers a variety of conceptually powerful types of variables
which will be discussed in the following.

Because more powerful metrics

can be defined on top of ordinal metrics, the discussion of various types
of ordinal variables will provide the conceptual distinctions needed for
the subsequent discussion of variables with more powerful metrics.

(2.1)

Chains or ordinal scales. Ordinal scales are often characterized

.as variables which arise irom the operations of rank ordering (Steven�, 1946).
Rank ordering is equivalent to establishing the relation
of objects.

between pairs

However, the mere ranking of a set of pairs, even if it is

reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive, does not define an ordinal scale.
It must also be everywhere defined., wl.!fich is mo:i;-e commonJ.y .. re:f�rre¢1 · to'·as
completely ordered. 1husewe, require an1 ordinalescale to...,have an .. ordinal metric
defined on a set E of elements and to satisfy in addition:
a

b

implies

b..:::

a

When both conditions a::!: b and a

for all a,b
I=

E:

E.

b hold true, one can also write

a < b which reads' 711 a is smaller than b" The relation a 5 b can also be
written as b? a which reads "b is equal or larger than a."
a&:::

Similarly,

b can be written as b > a, all of which is standard practice.

It leads,

however, to defining ordinal scales in a simpler way th·an 1the 'c1bove:
for no a

a .:::. a
a< b and b
a

c implies

b implies b

a

a< c

E:

E (antireflexivity)

for all a,b,c E: E (transitivity)
for all a,b

E:

E

(·everywhere defined)

This formulation is often built into the instructions to subjects of
psychological experiments who are requested to rank a set of objects
according to some criterion with no two objects occupying the same rank
and with no object being left out.

Important is that an ordinal scale is nothing bu,t a certain kind of
lattice which is restricted by the two conditions:
a I\ b

= a

implies

a

b

:/=

b

for all a,b

E:

.-E

b

= a

implies

av b

..l.

b

for all a,b

E:

E

a

T

recalling that a/\ b = a was said to imply a:S: b, it is easily seen that
both conditions require that the relation

be everywhere defined, i.e.'

.;::

the lattice becomes what is elsewhere called a chain with the universal
upper and lower bounds constituting its ends.

Chains as a form of lattice

and ordinal scales are equivalent in every respect.

Chains and equivalently

ordinal scales have exactly #E scale points, values or ordered categories.
Examples of ordinal scales include the set of prime numbers when
listed in their natural order; the set of news items carried by a newspaper
when ranked according to their lengthfhe set of tasks listed by a policy
maker in the order of their priority; etc.

Of particular interest in message

analysis is the concatenation of words, sentences and arguments to strings.
These strings have a definite beginning and a definite end and because they
may be indeterminate in length, they constitute open ordinal scales.

An

example of a closed ordinal scale is provided when an observer is instructed
to record which among three given countries is represented most favorably in
a certain newspaper and which gets the least favorable coverage.
The following graphical representations of ordinal scales are isomorphic
representations of ea::h other because they possess not only the same ordinal
metric but they also consist of the same number of elements which are. ordered

either according to some monoton ically,increasing property such as size,
magniture, darkness or inclusion:

•
11

<

13

<

17

<

III

■■■
19

<

23

01

<

29

<

31
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or according to a chain like ordering or sequencing with letters serving
mainly nominal purposes:

or represented tabularly:

I=I

a<I; a=a

f3<I; f3<a; f3=f3
. y<I; y<a; y<f3; y=y

o<I; o<a; o<f3; o<y; o=o

E<I; E<a; E<f3; E<y; E<O; E= E

O<I; 0<a; O<f3; O<y; O<o; O<q 0 =0
r- -- -.----�-----"-

Ordering relations within ordinal scales are preserved by any trans
points

formation in which all neighboring
neighbors in the new representation.

of

the original scale remains

However, a permutation of scale

points may destroy the metric as defined;

I

-50

1

a

-49

... 2

f3

--12

y

-10

0

1

0

1 5
2 _______ .

2

0

3

3

3 ><0

4

4�4

4

�o

0

5

5�

5

0

E

1

6

6

6

6

0

0

300

7

7

7

7

0

--

order preserving
transformations

1-----

homomorphism

permutation

f!E=l

IIE=2

IIE=3

ffE=4

f!E=S

Cubes on sets of different cardinality

(2.2) Cubes.

A power set with inclusion as the ordering relation for�s

a lattice as has been discussed.

The geometrical appearances of such

lattices may be appreciated by comparing the lattices of power sets
on sets of different cardinality.

These are depicted here without in

dication of the direction of the covering relation and without labels.
The location of the universal upper bound and of the universal lower
bound being understood.

Figure about here

It is apparent that these lattices are cubes with their dimensionality
equal to the cardinality of the set underlying the lattice.

We therefore

define: a cube on a set E is a variable that consists of the elements of
the power set of E together with the binary ordering relation of inclusion.
That the inclusion relation is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive has
been discussed earlier.
metrics.

Cubes therefore satisfy the conditions of ordinal

However, because the relation of inclusion does not hold between

all pairs of subsets of E, cubes are not every-where defined and are said
to be practically ordered.
To define cubes in terms of power sets and the inclusion relation is
a matter of convenience only.

Cubes arise out of a variety of different

situations all of which happen to be formally equivalent.
some of them briefly:

Let me exemplify

Suppose one wishes to record a finite number of binary decisions
and the order in which. these decisions are made is irr,elevant to the
outcome. A -chartin& of the number of possible paths available to the
decision maker describes in fact a cube the dimensionality of which equals
the fixed number of binary choices to be made.

For example, in a rectangular

grid of streets, driving first one block north and then one block east is
equivalent to driving first one block east and then one block north.Thereby
a square, i.e., a two dimensional cube is circumscribed.

Consider now not

just two binary decisions but a larger known number of them, .each binary
decision constitutes a dimension in a many-dimensional cube, irrespective
of whether the decisions concern physical, social or psychological charac
teristics.
Suppose an analysis of fictional programming on television calls for
a description of the values that guide the character's behavior.
eight categories may serve as an illustration.

Lasswell's

These are:

power
rectitude
respect
affection
wealth
well being
enlightenment
skill (Lasswell and Kaplan, 1950).
B ecause real and fictional individuals could adopt any number of such values
simultaneously, observers may be instructed to check as many values as apply
in a given situation.But by allowing this, the eight value categories cease
to conform to a set of unordered categories, they now constitute an eight
dimensional cube.

Generalizing from these examples: any variable that records the
presence or absence of each of a finite set of qualities, any variable
that is constituted by the yes or no answers to a set of questions, any
variable that is defined by a set of propositions p, q,r,s,..• and allows
expressions of the form p and q and r ands and .• (the bar indicating
negation) defines a cube.

For four such propositions the lattice may be

depicted as follows, the logical conjunction signs being omitted for
clarity. Note that the two paths from
from

pqrs

pqrs

to pqrs and the six paths

to pqrs correspond to the edges of a two and three dimensional

cube respectively, the former being part of the latter.

q

__ /:
:•
s
pqrs

p

T

pqr

qrs

�]/

pqrs

Supp0se a study requires that several different subsets of a set'
are to be represented in the form of data:

Such a situation most obviously

calls for cubes as variables because power sets by means of which cubes
have been defined contain all subsets of a set as their elements.

The

need to record subsets rather than single elements is·rather common .
For example, words, linguistic expressions or whole documents that have
more than one interpretation which need to be recorded designate subsets
of the set of possible interpretations, i.e., elements of a power set.
This is most obviously the case for ambiguous messages whose various
interpretations must be considered simultaneously, not selectively.

More

over, messages may denote or connote on different levels of generality so
that some of their interpretations include or are included in others.
Statements of a higher level of generality must be associated with a
larger set of interpretations than statements of a lower level of generality.
Such situations may be characterized by Euler diagrams containing all
relevant interpretations within which each message designates a particular
subset.
In the following illustration:

z

the meaning of X includes the meaning of Y just as aggressive behavior
includes destruction of human life while X overlapps with Z just as
aggressive behavior may be said to overlap with achievement oriented
activities.

One can easily imagine a data language that provides an

observer with a list of human actions for determining which set was
referred to or implied by a given message.

If this list has a hundred

possible meanings, it invokes a hundred-dimensional cube.

However, the

actual representation of the structure of data does not need to reach
this complexity.

The above diagram shows that elements in Y are not further

di fferen.tJCatt..ed
. :e;andinr:ieed, therefo'neen<,.t.btbe nilrid:iiv:iichia)!lycr,e-pvesiertrled-nin a
cube,. .

Moreover, elements neither in X,Y nor in Z are nowhere referred

to and need not be represented either.

This reduces the cube that

represents the relations between the three interpretations of messages
X,Y, and Z to four dimensions with the joint upper bound being Xli¥�z and
the joint lower bound being XnY0Z.

The right sub cube in the following

figure contains these alternatives as indicated.

From the lattices of cubes with one, two, three, four and five
dimensions, one may be able to recursively diagram cubes of higher
dimensionality.

However with the number of elements in a cube on a

set E being:
2

4faE

each additional dimension, doubles the number of elements in a cube.
And with the number of paths through a cube being:
each additional dimension causes this number to increase by the factor
of (l+IE), Th� number of paths in a cube evidently grows much faster than
the number of elements.

Thus, on the one hand, cubes can provide a very

large number of alternatives for recording data with only a moderately
large vocabulary of elementary terms, binary attributes or propositions
being defined.

On the other hand, the relational complexity can quickly

become bewildering and the distribution of data in cubes may escape.
an intuitivee understanding of their properties as soon as the dimensionality
of a cube becomes large. Thus, the apparent complexity of relations in
cubes contrasts sharply with the extreme simplicity of th�'way this kind of
variable is defined and, hence, with the simplicity of the recording task.
For an observer, an unorde�ed set of categories becomes a cube whenever the
requirement that these categories be mutually exlusive is dropped.

When

this freedom is utilized in fact, the burden is pushed to the analysis
phase of a research for which suitable procedures must be available.

Never

theless, the importance of this variable type for making qualitative data
is apparent.

(2.3}

Pa�tition Lattices. Partition lattices have already been defined

as consisting of the set of all partitions of a set together with the relations
of refinement between the partit�ons. That this relation is reflexive, anti
symmetric and transitive has also been shown.
possess an ordinal metric

Partition lattices therefore

and because the relation of refinement does not

hold between all possible pairs of partitions, partition lattices are
partially ordered.
The non-geometrical appearance of partition lattices may be seen
by comparing the following diagrams of such lattices on sets of different
cardinality with those for cubes.

#E=l
#E=2

•

I

#E=3

#E=4

Partition lattices on sets of different cardinality
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Cubes are synnnetrical with respect to their two universal bounds, partition
lattices are not.

This may be seen by comparing the lattice diagrams of

#E 4

or the distribution of the numbers of elements in the two lattices according
to the following tables:
a c f(E)

IE

a c '/r(E)

The number of elements
in cubes and in partition lattices
The tables also reveal quantitative differences between the two kinds of variables.
Whereas the total number of elements in a cube ( sunnned horizontally for each #E)
is initially larger than that for partition lattices, it is surpassed by the
latter at

#E=S from whereon it quickly excells into very high numbers.

The comparison may also indicate that partition lattices start simple
but as the cardinality of their basic set increases beyond three, they
quickly assume a complexity that is much higher than that of cubes, the
following is an example of a partit'ion lattice representing the ways four
elements can be grouped:

ffi

.

In everyday social activities partition lattices are in fact quite
common even though in the social sciences they rarely enter the catalogue
of descriptive devices.

Presumably one of the reasons for this discrepancy

is the complexity which such variables can exhibit and the associated
difficulties of their analysis.

Whatever the case may be, partitions are

significant in social life and therefore require systematic attention.
Let me give some examples.

political dis-courses (the hows) are likely to refer to different and poss'ibly
confl i cting partitions:

This is most obviously so when budgets are debated,

when demands for redistribution of land, wealth or political control are
heard and even simpler, when one political actor wants what another has.
Thus, in order to be adequately represented, the contents of such discourses
and political interests call for a partition lattice as a variable.

In it,

the joint upper bound is the partition shared by all and the joint lower
bound includes bothI what is shared and what is under dispute,

It is not

difficult to see that partitions and disagreements on partitions are quite
common in many spheres of social and political life.

Theories that are

concerned with such phenomena will require partition lattices as an important
form of variables.
Neuropsychology has a tradition to localize areas in the brain that
are responsible for various classes of mental and motor activities .
example of such a partition, now considered outdated, is shown below.

LOCALIZATION OF THE FUNCTIOK 5 OF THE CEREBRAL COIUEX
ON ANATOMIC LINES.
OUTER.. SURFACE
From Kleis!, K, KrLegsverlelzunE,en des Gehlrns, p.J3b5.

An

The territory of the United States is usually seen as partitioned
into 50 states and each · is further partitioned into counties, districts,
etc.

So far the situation may be regarded as a t~ee to be discussed below.

But parallel to these administrative partitions there exist many others.
The sales department of a nationwide company .i mposes

its own partition

of the same territory when setting up regional offices according to
differential demands and competing possibilities of supply.

The bell

telephone company partitions the country according to area codes.

A

geological survey partitions the land in still different ways when drawing
a map of watersheds, confluents and basins.

Architects may see the United

States partitioned into climatic zones and/or into areas with different
building codes.

Some of these partitions may overlap with others but

all of them can be regarded as the elements of -:ar> partitio.n lattice with
the binary relation of refinement, meets and joins, etc. revealing similarities
and difference and thus providing the variable with an ordering relation.
Another illustration may be based on a political framework of analysis
which is due to Lasswell.

He suggests that much of politics is concerned

with "who gets what, when, how" (Lasswell, 1958).

When one tries to

answer this question in reference to only one particular good, service or
political power, the data language can remain a fairly simple one.

But

suppose an analyst wants to look simultaneously at many members of a

polity

(the whos) and at many things to be distributed (the whats) then he is
engaged in describing a partition (provided no two individuals share the
same good, service or power). With this framework of analysis in mind

Research which challeng~these ideas c0nsiders as data a set of experimentally obtained partitions of the brain.

Pribram (1954) published

an example of such data which had been obtained from experiments with

40 monkeys in visual choice situations.
represented data is reproduced below:

DELAYED REACTION

A sample of such

schematically

The operations defined on such data are in effect ope~ations within partition lattices.

This is evident in Pr,i bram' s following illustration which

represents in the first line the ·sums of the areas of all animals showing
a defect after treatment, in the middle line the corresponding sums associated
with no defect and the last line their intersection which contains areas
invariably implicated in the behavior observed.

These areas belong to the

same partition lattice as the data whose properties they do represent for
purposes of testing given hypotheses.

l'UUAL CHOICI IIACTIOIC

A4

Finally,. a considerable amount of anthropological research is focused
on the conceptualization by natives of their· artifacts , of their kin,
of their social reality including the territories surrounding their own.
Unless an anthropologist selects for examination a single trait whose
cognitive presence or absence may be noted, or, unless he discards, perhaps
for lack of interest or for lack of available analytical facilities the
individual variations in the cognitive ways a culture tolerates or even
facilitates, he is concerned with sets of partitions of objects, people,
behaviors, attributes, territories, etc.
culturally invoked

Partition lattices of which such

partitions are members make their ordering, their common

and their differential features transparent.

Thus partition lattices provide

a form of variable which is quite indispensable for describing ~and comparing
the symbolic worlds of individuals and cultures.
Th~ number of different elements of a set of all partitions which is the
number of nodes in a partition lattice can be determined by means of the
Stirling number of the second kind.

The number of partitions of r objects into

n subsets or equivalence classes is:

r
n

S(r,n)

=

!!

(-l )i( ~) (n-i)r

i=O
This is the number of partitions for each level of the lattice separately,
The total number of partitions is t h en:
r

ll(lltE))

__

=

I

n=l

r

S(r,n)

=

n

I I

_(-J.)i

(n-i)r
i!(n-i)!

n=l i=O

__,,,...,._

86

The number of paths through a partition lattice is:
(#E-1)! (#E)!
(#E-1}
2

In comparing these two numbers with the corresponding ones for cubes,
and

(#E)!, it is easily seen, what had been suggested intuitively,

that both the number of alternative values available and the relational
complexity within partition lattices quickly exceed those for cubes. Consequently variables in the form of partition l~ttices provide informationally
efficient descriptive devices on the one hand but pose analytical problems
on the other.

However, analytical inconvenience should not overshadow the

opportunities that partition lattices offer for describing a large class of
social phenomena.

(2.4) Trees ~r Hierarchies. Trees are variables which have one designated
point of origin and more than one end.

With reference to this single point of

origin, trees have branches but no me~gers.

But one c~n also conceptialize

trees as hierarchies, i.e., with reference to the elements of a set on which
such a variable is defined, a hierarchy may then be said to have mergers
but no branches.

Both conceptions are equivalent.

Trees can be represented

as a subse t. 0£.ba-epowe r as~t-werBu nt befo ne atte,mpting to define , trees or""hier-

- ,,

archies · forma l ly, Bihet bmeog ihve t a ef ~w.i:b!ll!ls,trativ;e examples-. h era r ch i es for
g i ve a few il l ustrative examp es.
The Lineal't" system of classification in biology is a tree.

It is probably

the most elaborate conceptual hierarchy available within any one scientific
discipline.

It starts with the most general concept of a living thing on

top, differentiates somewhere in the middle between maIIDDals, reptiles, etc.
and ends up with the most detailed differentiation among species, cultures
and races of the biological world.

Another example of an elaborate tree is

the Dewey decimal system for classifying knowledge in general and for library
books in particular.

In this system, decimal characters differentiate horizon-

tally while the number of such characters fixes the level of refinement.

Thus,

as more and more such characters are associated with a topic the world of
knowledge is differentiated into smaller and smaller segments.
,.
In their purest ~ form, trees underlie the Aristotelian theory of meaning.
According to this theory, a name is defined by reference to a genus to which
the object to be named belongs and by reference to the features that distinguish
it from other species of that genus.

For example, Webster (1967) defines

6t

"Lagniappe" as "a small gift given a customer at the time of a purchase."
Here "gift" is the genus and the definition singles- out the particular
species of gift named.
"things

11

In the definition of "gift" one finds the genus

transferred by one person to another"' and the differentiating

features "voluntarily transferred" and "without compensation."
)

This

way names are seen as ordered in a tree ~11 kemmanner,from the more general
to the more specific, from the more abstract to the more concrete.

It

is quite evident that ~hrees are important for recording the contents of
verbal messages not only because of the Aristolelian

naming conventions

but because many conceptual schemes for structuring real world phenomena
possess tree properties as described.
Trees are also familiar in information processing and decision making.
A decision maker who is faced with the problem of choosing among a large
set of alternative causes of actions needs information to gain certainty.
In order to obtain it, he may want to pose questions to experts, or he may
want to consult available literature according to some strategy.

To process

information optionally efficient, the theory suggests that the number of
questions asked should be a minimum and questions should be sequenced such
that the answer to any one question conditions the following question.

In

following such a procedure decision makers are guided by a hierarchical
conception of the alternatives available. Trees are thus required both
normatively and descriptively.

Normatively when it is the task to optimize

a decision process and the communication between the individuals involved,
descriptively when it is the task to study how actual decisions are derjved at.

BR

The example of biological classification suggests,it to be most
natural to define trees as a set of subsets:

within a hierarchical

scheme, any classification singles out a subset of a larger set, any
sub classification singles out a subset of a subset, etc.
conception in mind, one can express a tree

With this

T(E) as a subset of the

powerset or the same set:
T(E)

C

/P(E)

With the following definitional requirements
EE T(E)

implies

~

a, b, aub, x E T(E)

implies

aux, bux ¢ T(E)

E

=

¢ T(E)

the collective union of all

for all disjoint a, b, x

alaET(E)

The first of the three definitional requirements specifies the one
universal upper bound as a point of origin, the second allows only branches but no mergers and the third assur,es that all elements of the tree
are connected with each other. to form ome t

An example of such a tree on a set with eight elements is:

E

/

{r}

It may be noted that the collection of complements of the elements of
the above tree also constitute a tree that satisfies the following complementary conditions,•

As before:
T(E)

C:

IP(E),

but:
E T(E)

implies

E ¢ T(E)

a, b, anb, XE T(E)

imp lies

anx, bf'lX ¢ T (E)
for a, B, x sucfi that a ub=aux=bux=E

<j>

<j>

=

the collective intersection of all

a!aET(E)

It is eJtemplified By- the following diagram~

qo

cp

/

{stuvwyz}

/r}
/~\ /tu~
{rstuvyz}

/ \

{ruvwyz}

.

{rstvwyz}

{rstuwyz}

{rstuvwz}

{rstuvwy}

Whereas the powerset

/P(E)

and the set of partitions 7r(E) .

is unique, it is important to emphasize that many trees T(E) are usually
definable on the sa~e set.

For example, the possible trees on a set

with a cardinality of five (synunetrical configurations omitted and
all elements exhausted) is:

because trees are subsets of power sets, the collective union of all
possible trees T(E) including their complements is the power set if'( E).
Trees should not be confused with sets of partitions.

When a country

is seen as partitioned into provinces, each of which is subpartitioned
into counties, into districts, etc., this can certainly be regarded as a
tree.

The same is seen in the conceptual organization of a book into parts,

chapters, sections, paragraphs, etc. or in the hierarchical organization
chart of a business enterprise, or in the division of time into centuries,
decades, years, months, etc.

In each case, properties associated with

a particular equivalence class holds for all its subpartitions much as talking
about the Chinese implies talking about the Cantonese, the Szechuanese, etc.
However, unlike its partition lattices, overlapping eq~ivalence classes do not
occur in trees, i.e., disagreements regarding the subpartition of an equivalence
class nowhere exists.

-

.

Variations within trees are therefore merely variations

in the elements of a partition and in different levels of refinements of a
chain of partitions.
However, the crucial difference between trees as a set of subsets and
sets of partitions lies in the fact that the two values of a tree may be
contained in one value of a partition lattice.

For example, in a tree

that is defined on the territory of the United States, the fifty-one
states are mutually exclusive values, in a partition lattice that is
defined on the same territory it is one value.

Hence, trees describe

hierarchical phenomena quite differently.
It should also be emphasized that many nominal hierarchies give the
appearance of trees but function merely as conceptual devices for defining
what are nothing but unordered sets of categories.

One example of such a

hierarchy of names has been extensively discussed in section 1.0 on nominal
scales.

Here the various levels of the hierarchy are excluded from providing

legitimate categories for recording.

Another example of a hierarchy that

does not function as a tree may betaken from Maranda (1971).

He repre-

sents cognitive oppositions among norms whose juxtaposition is characteristic
of the riddles of a certain culture in the tree like diagram below:

aamplet

supernatural---'--'------

aocul

DUIIIIID----/

· ----biological

natural

~----

~
/

j/
.
I/
totality of 11ets

d011eStic

.

Bishop
young
pregnant
person
pig .
11heep
hen

bird

----wild

.

God

. 11erpent

crab

__:---cultivated

/t----wild

tree
~811

con~

.

~

----cultural

objects
----natural

tools
SUD
111000

clouds
BDCIW

abstract _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
concept

number
color

J

In this example, the noun~ that appear in riddles
points of the diagram.
on which the riddle

all occupy the terminal

The join of any pair of nouns suggests the level

is presumably resolved but, while being labeled,

these higher level nodes do not provide categories for recording linguistic references.

The diagram is used for explanatory purposes not as

a variable for recording data on different levels of inclusion.
A classical

example of a tree in which all but a few nodes provide

meaningful alternatives is provided by the international morse code.

This

code was designed to correlate high frequency letters with shorter signals,
hence, the less frequent letters occupy the nodes more distant to the
beginning of the dot-dash sequences.

Q4
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Variables~ interval metrics
Whereas an ordinal metric is defined by the binary relation~
and derived from the qualitative _distinctions "gr~ater than" and its
complement "equal or smaller than," an interval metric adds to this
distinction the quantitative notion of "how much."

Thus, in contrast

to ordinal metrics,interval metrics cannot anymore be represented as a
subset of the Cartesian product of a set of elements with itself, rather,
it requires a mapping of this Cartesian product into the real number
system.

This mapping is established by a distance or difference function

between any pair of elements of a variable V which satisfies the following
for all a,b,c EV

conditions:
d(a,b)

d (a,b)

d (a,b)

Z

(Reflexive Extremality)

d (a,a) ~ 0

(Symmetry)

= d (b,a)

+

d (b,c)

d (a,c)

(triangular inequality)

In words, the reflexive extremality demands that the distance or difference between any two elements be larger than the distance or difference between each element and itself.

The smallest and the most obvious value for

the latter is of course zero but other positive values need not violate the
requirement of interval metrics.

The synnnetry condition calls for the dis-

tance or difference to be a non • ~irectional measure, and the triangular in equality condition assumes that distances occur within some space.

Graphically,

with distances representated by a line of appropriat~ length:

.I

d(a 1b)

(reflexive extremality)

d¥,:)

d(:;?

a,.

dta 1 b)
d{b ,a)

d(a,c)

a

{symmetry)

b

-----c

(triangular inequality)

~ b ~ ( B , c}

The ordering among distances is preserved by transformations

<f7

that satisfy:
d (a, b) -' d {c , d) implies

lf

d {a, s ) ~ Cf d ( c , d)
for all a,b,c,d E V.

The right side of this condition can be restated in terms of another transformation

'f

i
whereby

Cf

that is defined on the elements of the variable and satisfies:
d (a, b)

and

4"

=d

(

f

(a),

'f

(b ))

are thereby isomorphic representations of each other.

Assuming now that numerical values are assigned to each element of a variable,
that distances between any two elements of that variable are simple algebraic
differences and that the conditions for interval metrics are satisfied in

-

that variable, all general linear functions of the form:
'i'(x)

=

ax+ S,

Xe: V

in which a is a positive number are order preserving transformations of
interval -metrics,

This is easily verified in the following sequence of

substitutions:
d(a,b)

s

d ( C 'd)

implies

d('i'(a), 'i'(b))

implies l(aa+S)-(ab+S)
implies

ala-bl

implies

ad(a,b)

s

d('i'(c) 1 'i'(d))

I s I (ac+S)-(ad+S) I
.s ale-di
~

That subset of the above class of linear functions in which

ad(c,d)
a=l

then

constitutes the class of distance preservin~ transformations which is innnediately
obvious from the above,

These distance preserving transformations evidently

satisfy:
d(a,b)

=

d('i'(a) 1 'i'(b)),

It might be noted that the ordering relation, i,e,, the reflexivity,
antisynnnetry and the transitivity of an interval metric refers to pairs of
distance&, not to pairs of elements of the variahle on wh.:lch this -111e~rLc is
defined,

This may be demonstrated by the contrast between the antisymmetry in

pairs of distances and the symmetry of the distance between two elements of a
variable:
I,

1d(a,oY

~

d(c 1 d}J and ld(c,dl

s.

d(a,bl] ilnpli.es (d(a,bl = d(c,d}J (antisymmetry)

d(a :oI = d(b,aI

I •

(symmetry)

Interval metrics are meaningful in a variety of different variable
types.

W~ will show this for chains, cubes, partition lattices and trees

by the examples of which also order preserving and distance preserving
transformations wil.1 be illustrated.

qq

(3.1)

Interval Scales are variables that consist of chains together with

an interval metric defined on its elements.

In contrast to interval cubes,

partition lattices and trees, interval scales are everywhere defined or
completely ordered.
There are several alternative ways in specifying interval scales.
Minimally, the distances or intervals between the neighboring points of the
scale are given.
addition.

The other distances are then implied by the operation of

An example of this way of specifying an interval scale is the

following:

2
4
1
3
n-----o----------~·----&-----0

1

Distances may also be specified in their entirety leaving nothing to implicit
operations, for example:

10

100

This may ·also be represented in tabular form, for ex8!11ple:

-C

d

e

2 '

6

7

10

2

0

4

5

8

C

6

4

0

1

4

d

7,

5

1

0

3

e

10

8

4

3

0

a

b

a

0

b

The reflexive extremaility condition of the distance function is evident
here in zero entries diagonally and larger than zero entries off-diagonally.
The symmetry is noticeable in themirrorsymmetry around the diagonale of
all entries in the matrix and the triangular inequality may be observed
in the way off diagonale entries increase as a function of their distance
to the diagonale.
Usually, interval scales are specified by assigning numerical values
to each element of a variable

or to each scale point so that an interval

metric exist, for example:

In this most connnon case, the distance function for interval scales is:
d(a,b)

=
,9.I
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Interval scales provide the traditional backbone. of quantitative
empirical research in the social _sciences.

In fact when psychologists

and sociologists speak of measurement and quantiflcation they have most
often interval scales in mind precisely because they satisfy the minimum
requirement for applying such algebraic operations as addition and multiplication on scale values and, in comparison to unordered sets of categories
and variables with ordinal metrics, a large number of statistical techniques
for analyzing interval scale data are readily available. This is particularly
true for variance analysis and all of its many relatives.
Examples of interval scales are numerous: measurements of the relative
strength of attitudes, beliefs, or of interpersonal attraction imply the
notion of "how much." The relative favorableness toward issues, candidates,
ethnic groups or objects also imply quantitative differences.

Social class

differentiations have been treated as interval scales and so has time, conflict,
political integration, and agreement, consistency and accuracy in communication
situations.

In the analysis of message content, interval scales are probably

less central because the meanings of linguistic expressions or of other forms
of communications are not easily cast into chains with distances defined in
them.

Exceptions are provided by situations in whicH controlled reactions

to messages or the judgements of certain content qualities by scientific
observers are recorded, for example, in terms of the above mentioned favorable-unfavorable direction, in terms of the intensity of an expression (Holsti,
1969: 123-126), in terms of the well known semantic differential scales
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(Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957) in terms of the semantic aspect scales
(Zillmann, 1964) etc.
While interval scales are undoubtedly very popular in the social
sciences, most studies fail to t~st their underly~ng properties and thereby leave open whether statistical transformations that presuppose these
properties are indeed appropriate.

The lesson that empirically obtained

differences between the elements of a variable do not necessarily constitute
interval scales has been brought home by economists who found that a subject's pairwise preference ratings of many objects are rarely consistent
which means that they rarely produce chains.

On the other hand, when this

possibility is avoided by forcing subjects to record judgements in the
form of a scale with differences between neighboring scale points indicated
as equal, for example in the following polar scale:
good

bad

subjective interpretations of scale points and local unreliabilities often
reveal a different segmentation.

Interval scales do not require intervals

between neighboring scales to be equal-as is oft~n assumed-but they need to
satisfy the conditions of a chain and the conditions of a distance metrics.
A researcher who wishes to be assured that the subsequent manipulation of
data is meaningful may have to test these properties.
That general linear transformations preserve the ordering may be
exemplified by a seven point scale with numerical values ranging from

/03

-3 to +3!
-,..,.3___-_,2.,..__ _-_,li-----to_,,____+-<'1_ _ _+-n2_._----n+3

In it~ the distance

d(a,b) is exemplified by: d(-3,1) =

l-3-ll = 4.

In the following two scales the above ordering is preserved!

0o,.,....,..._ 008
1,6
2,4
3,2
4~0- - o
4,8
_,_n----on------.on------on----,un-•
1

2

4

3

5

6

7

The transformations are:

0,8x + 2,4

'i'(x)

and
'i'(x)

respectively.

=

X

+

4

Because in the latter, the factor a= 1, the transformation

is also distance preserving as one can readily see in their graph .L e representation.
t ,An • example of the absence of either property is provided by the
transformation:
'i'(x)

=

X

2

which would transform the initial seven point interval scale into:
0

1

4
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That the distances of this transformed scale are unequal is not the
crucial point here.

One could have taken an unequal ~nterval scale as

the operand of the transformation .but the transformed scale is not order
preserying because the values

11-21

c=o, a,d = 1 and b

I0-11
1s 1

S

implies
implies

"=

11-41
3

s

2 yield:

~

I0-11

1,
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(3.2) - Interval Cubes are variables that consist of power sets and an
interval metric that is defined within its elements.
Interval cubes are· rarely utilized in the social sciences though
they are well knowri in the study -of connnunication; particularly in the
study of codes for the transmission of messages.

For example, the key

to Hannning's (1950) success in designing a variety of error-detecting
and error-correcting codes became a measure of the transmission error
which recognized a metric in many dimensional Euclidian spaces.

Hamming

defined a distance function on pairs of messages in binary notation as follows:
the distance between two messages is the number of binary characters that
need to be altered in order to restore a distorted message.

So if one

message is represented by the sequence 0110 and the other by 0100, the
count is unity, the maximum distance being between two

complimentari

messages such as between 0111 and 1000 which are four counts apart.
Now, messages in binary notation are certainly cubes.

The zero's

and one's of this notation can easily be interpreted as the two truth
values of a finite set of propositions or as an indicator of the set of
qualities that are present or absent in a situation.

The Hamming distance

is nothing but an enumeration of the number of (orthogonal) edges of a cube
or of a subcube that need to be traveled in order to reach one node of the
cube from another.

In the case of four binary digits, the cube looks like

this:

/Ob

L

0011

7

0111

1111

1110

0101

~

0000

The number of edges between 0110 and 0100 between 0111 and 1000 can
easily be traced.
Further familiar applications of interval cubes may be found in
the literature on document interval.

When documents are coded regarding

the presence or absence of a particular content characteristic, distances
between two documents can express their similarity quantitatively.

Some

procedures designed to classify incoming documents and reclassify what
is stored according to the user's needs and according to the continuously
changing stock of available documents are based on distances in cubes of
which the Hanming distance serves here merely illustrative purposes.
In partially ordered lattices distances cannot be defined as easily
as in chains.

One has to consider the fact that for some elements of

such a lattice neither a

=

b nor b "" a is determinable, hence, the

distances must be obtained in reference to their least upper and maximum
lower bounds through which they become comparable.

Generalizing this

notion to all lattices we require of a distance ,function to satisfy the
equality:

d(a,b)

=

d(avb,Mb)

In interval scales this equality is always satisfied because it is a definitional
prerequisite of chain~ that for any two elements of such variables one is the
least upper and the other is the maximum lower bound,

In cubes in which the

cardinality of the subsets refe~red to is known or in which the number of
confirmatory answers, the number of ones an an array of zeros and ones, etc, can
be counted, this distance may be expressed by:
d(avb,aAb)

=

#(avb) - #(a.Ab)

for all

a,b

E

/K.E)

which is the number of elements in a and b's join minus the number of elements
in their meet,
join is

For example, with

a= 01100011 and

av b~= 0il0Qlla · and their meet is

counting ones only, is

d(a,b) = 5-3 = 2,

b = 01000111

Mb= 0100011

given, their

and their distance,

This is equivalent of saying that the

two underlined values of a, 01_!00011, have to be elte; ed in order to obtain b,
or, equivalently, that the two underlined values of b, 01000_!11, have to be
altered in order to obtain a,

This is essentially what Hamming counted: the num-

ber of elementary operations, here the replacement of one character by another,
required to obtain one string of binary symbols from another, both of equal
length,

Hamming has shown that this function satisfies the interval metric

conditions and the above form may be considered a generalization of the Hamming
distance,

Regarding distances between neighboring values in cubes as equal
and setting such minimum

distances to unity is of course not a require-

ment of an interval met~ic.

First of all, there are several order pre-

serving transformations available for each cube as was discussed above,
and, s·econd, the edges on each dimension of a cube may be given different
weights.

In the following four dimensional interval cube, the edges

are of one, two, three and four respectively.

r-

J:

(3.3)

Interval partition lattices consist of the set . of all partitions

together with an interval metric within its elements •
.

The most simple distance function that introduces an interval metric
into partition lattices is the generalization of the Hanuning distance which
has been discussed above:
d(a,b)

=

/l(Mb) - //(avb),

d(a"b,avb)

for all a, b E 11'( E)

In words, if the partition a is a refinement of the partition b then the
distance between the two partitions is simply the numerical difference
between their respective cardinalities.

The measure may also be interpreted

as the number of times two equivalence ~lasses in a must be merged in o~der
to obtain b.

If neither is a refinement of the other, then their distance

is the numerical difference between the cardinalities of their meet and their
join respectively.

Because the latter is the more general case, the distance

function is defined accordingly.

It is quite evident that this distance

function and the Hanuning distance for cubes resemble each other not only formally
but also in their interpretations.

Both can be explained in terms of the

number of elementary operations that are needed to rectify a difference,
whether this involves replacing binary characters of a message, (adding to
or subtracting from elements of a subset) or merging two equivalence classes
of a partition.
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Diagramat-ically, these distances may be exemplified by the following '
partitions:
•.

The soci~l and psychological importance of partition lattices has
been stressed sufficiently.

What an interval metric adds to their sig-

nificance is the possibility of expressing relations within such lattices

quantitatively.

This has both analytical and conceptual advantages.

Conceptual, because it allows one to replace the intuitive notion of "how
much" by

a rigorously

assessed quantity and analytica1 because many pro-

cedures for analyzing distances and differences may thereby become available.

In the above mentioned conceptual framework for political processes,

for example, the finding of optimum partitions that satisfy the demands of
a majority of political actors critically depends on assessments of the
magnitude of differences between each party's perceptions regarding how
goods, services, powers, etc. shouad be partitioned and assigned to
people.

In attempts to predict misunderstandings and other consequences

of cross-cultural communications, anthropologists may not be satisfied by
learning which of two cultures provides finer cognitive maps and conceptual
frameworks.

The crucial prerequisite for such predictions may entail data

on how much the refinements amount to.

Or, in analyzing transcripts from

family therapy sessions or analogously in analyzing sequences of interactions among conflicting nations, it may be important to go beyond the
mere statement that perceptions of the same interaction episodes are
incongruent and record the quantity of these incongruencies.

This may

be the key to understand magnitudes of conflict within a family or within
the international community.

In all these cases, the notion of "more or

less" and of "how much" which permeates much of verbal discourse on these
subject matters requires minimally an interval metric within the set of
partitions that the many symbolic representations imply.

For {u} and {v} in the above example .it is {s,t,u,v}.
branching point of a and b be denoted by atb,

Let the least upper

The d,istance between a and b

of a tree should then be expressed by:
d(a,b)

=

d(a,a+b)

+ d(a+b,b)

This distance can again be expressed by the number of elementary operations
required to obtain one element of a tree from another element of that tree
irrespective of whether the intermediate subsets are elements of that tree.
With trees contained in power sets and the basic set as point of origin,
such a distance function is:
d(a,b) = 2#(a+b) - #a-#b
Accordingly, the distances between the neighboring elements of the above
tree become as in the following diagram.

The other distances can be obtained

by additions ,
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An even simpler function involves merely counting the number of paths
that connect one element to its irrnnediate neighbors.
above, {z}

According to the

being directly contained in {w,y,z}, d({z},{w,y,z})= 1,

{z} being indirectly contained in E, the distance oust be larger than

unity, here d({z},E) = 3

and for {u} and {w}, having no element in

corrnnon the distance becomes the sum:
d ( {u } , {w}) =

d ( {u } , {u+w}) + d ( {u+w} , { w}) = . 3 + 2 = 5

It might be worth adding that the above function satisfies the
reflexive extremality condition for d(a,a)=O and all other values are
positive.

Because the distance is obtained by surrnning two components, is

quite obviously symmetrical.
d(a,b) + d(b,c) 2:.

It also satisfies the triangular inequality:
d(a,c)

If b lies on the path from a to a+b and from a+b to c then the two sides
of the triangular inequality condtion are equal.

If b lies outside this

path only the left side is incremented leaving the condition always satisfied.
It is easily seen that this most simple distance function is dependent
on the structure of the tree.

For example, had there been another tree in

which {f,g,h} first branches into {f,g} and {h} and then into {f}, and {g},
d({d},{f}) would have become 6 instead of 5 in the above tree.

There are

of course many distance functions for trees which are structure independent~

l5ut

r ·:will

npt review,,them having made the point that distartce functions

can be,,ltefirted meaniiitlgfully in trees.

Variables with ratio metrics
Interval metr~cs and ratio metrics share the property of being defined by, a
mapping of a product set into the real number, system.

For ratio metrics this

mapping is established ,by the following ratio function between pairs of elements
of a variable V:
For all

a,b,csV
r(a,b)

=

r(a,b)
a

~

b :£.

C

implies

1

=

implies

a

=b

(unitary reflexivity)

1

(reciprocal antisymmetry)

r(b ,a)

r(a,b) •r(b,c)

:s.

(multiplicative
transitivity)

r(a,c)

and with reference to the two universal bounds O and I of a lattice:
(referential
complementarity)

implies

A brief comparison of ratio functions and distance functions may be in place.
First, whereas distance functions provide the basis of algebraic additions, ratio
functions provide the basis for the multiplication of the numerical values assigned
to the various elements of a variable.

This is seen in the reciprocal antisymmetry

and in the multiplicative transitivity of the ratio function.

Second, ratio

functions imply a single point of reference, an anchor, for example, the absolute
zero point in the measurement of lengths or the absence of an event in counting
the frequencies of its occurrence 1 In lattices, the universal bounds provide
such reference points most naturally for ratio functions:
implies

x

= U = the

reference point

Each ratio metric may be anchored in one element of the variable only.

Third,
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some ratio functions can be expressed as a simple proportion of the two distances
between. the reference point and the two elements that are thereby compared.

A

ratio metric can therefore be regarded as more powerful than the interval metric
on which it may be defined,

Fourth, given the two universal bounds O and I of

a lattice, the values of the distances may vary between:
d(a,b)

d(a, a)

0

d(O,I)

whereas ratios are positive but range into the infinite regardless which of the
two reference points is chosen:
0

=

=

<

According to the definition, an order preserving transformations of a ratio
metric must satisfy the condition:
for all a,b,c,d EV
r(a,b)

~

with the isomorphic transformation
sr(a,b)

r(c,d)
1jJ

=

implies

sr(a,b)

~

sr(c,d)

defined on the elements of a variable by:
r(l}J(a) ,l}J(b}J

the class of power functions which are real-valued functions of the form:
ijJ(x)

where a

and

=

Sare positive numbers, constitutes the class of order preserving

transformations,. When

a=l, power functions reduce to similarity functions and

are ratio preserving in which case the condition:
r(a,b)
is satisfied as well,

=

r(ijJ(a) ,l}!(b))

(4.1)

R~tio Scales are essentially chains with a ratio metrics defined

in its elements with reference to one of 'its ends.
most prominent in physics.

Ratio scales are

Lengths, weights, spe~ds, instances, absolute

temperatures are typical examples.

They all refer to an absolute zero

point below which the measure cannot drop even though this zero point
need not be observed - as in the case of absolute temperature.

In this

case it is implied by the operations performed on the values of the ratio
scale of measurement.
In the social sciences, the most prominent use of ratio scales is
found in the enumeration of observations, events, things or of their properties.

In this sense ratio scales underly all statistical procedures.

No

observation can occur with less than zero frequency and when statistical
accounts of data can be given in terms o,£ frequencies,, relative frequen.;. 1
cies, percentages or in terms of probabilities then it is only because the
operation of enumeration conforms to the properties of the ratio metrics.
In the analysis of message content, ratio scales are used for assessing
several semi-physical characteristics of the medium of communication, such
as the length of an utterance in words, the length of a story in column
inches of print, the size of a headline in points or in picas, the amount
of time devoted to a news item on television, etc.

Also many derived

measures of communications, such as the quantity of information they convey
(Shannon and Weaver, 1949) have ratio scale properties.
Th~ most obvious ratio function is defined by means of two distances,
both from the same point of'r~ference U which,maycbe either of· the

two universal bounds of the chain:
d(U ,a)
d(U ,b)

=

In most ratio measurements the numerical values that are assigned to
the elements of a ratio scale are the distances to the point of reference
which then functions as the numerical zero.

Graphically, such a ratio

scale would be specified by;

a

0

b

C

'---v---'
a

b
C

in whic~case the ratio function can be expressed as the quotient or the
proportion:
q(a,b)

a

b

Frequencies, absolute temperature scales and measures of length provide
examples for this practice.
In ratio scales, the multiplicative transitivity is sharpened to the
equality:
q(a,b) · q(b,c)

=

q(a,c)

which becomes quite apparent when distances are substituted for the ratio
function.

Distances with references to b cancel each other out.

In ratio

scales, the algebraic relation between ratio functions of opposing points
of reference is:
=

from which follows that:
1 - q (I ,a)
0

=

1 - q (I,b)
0

That uower functions of the form:
1/J(x)
preserve the ordering in ratio scales may be seen in the following stepwise
substitution amaloguous to the one for interval scales.

The condition to

be satisfied is:
q(a,b) .5 q(c,d)

sq(a,b) i sq(c,d)

implies

with the isomorphism between 1/J and s defined by:
sq(a,b)
q (a, b}

$

q (c,d)

=
implies

q(s(a) ,s(b))
q Cs Ca) , z: {i_b) )

implies

Saa
Sba

~

~

a

implies

{a)
d

implies

q(a,b)

<

-

a

<

q Cs Cd , s (d}}
Sea
Sda

a

(C)

d

q(c,d)

a

Hence in ratio scales power functions are order preserving transformations
while similarity transformations in which
preservins.

a =l are then obviously ratio

Examples of ratio preserving transformations of scales are

the conversions of inches into centimeters, of pounds into grams, of

probabilities into percentages or into expected freq~encies.

The

multiplicative factor Sis 0,3935, 4536, 100 and the sample size n
respe~tively.

I

(4.2)

Ratio Cubes are variables that consist of a cube together with a ratio

metric.

· ·that is defined in reference to one .of its universal bounds.

Cubf,S are only pa:i;tially ordered.

Hence, a ratio function which is

appropriate for chains need not be applicable in cubes.

For example, when

the q-function for chains yields unity in cubes it is not implied that the
two values of the scale are .. equal as the unitar,y reflexivity condition demands.
It merely means that they have the same ratio relative to the reference point.
However, it is easily seen that the following ratio function satisfies the
ratio metric conditions for chains and for cubes:

=

With distances

{

. d(U,a)
d(U,b)

if

a < b

or

b < a

0

if

a

b

or

b

,f.

,f.

a

<l(U,a) expressed as the difference between two cardinalities,

i.e, as the difference between cardinality of U~the one designated universal
bound of the ratio cube and the cardinality of the element a of that cube, those

'

distances are visualized by the length of~ path between two elements of a cube.
Thus the q-function may be interpreted as the quotient of the lengths of two
paths from the common point of reference.
By defining

q(a,b)=O,when neither element a orb is contained in the other,

the q-function may be seen as decomposing a cube on a set E into (#E)! separate
ratio scales,

However simple this ratio function may be, its application is

probably limited.

I

For partially ordered variables, ratio functions with more interesting
interpretations can be based on an enumeration of the number of different paths
through which two elements a and b, a

b orb~ a, are connected.

For cubes

with its elements conceived of as subsets of the set on which it is defined, the
number of different paths between a and b of lR,E}, a
N(a,b)

b, is:

(//anb) !

which is the factorial of the number of elements in band not in a.

Evidently

N is not a symmetrical function:
implies

N(a,b)

~ a

implies

N(a,b) = 1

b

A

~

a .S. b

1

suitable ratio function which is defined on the number of different paths

within a lattice is:

Pu(a,b)

=

N(O,a) •N(a,b)
N(O,b) •N(b,a)

if

u = 0 and ( a s b

or

b < a )

N(b ,a) •,N(a,I)
N(a, b) • N(b, I)

if

u = I and ( a .S b

or

b

0

if

a :I,, b

and

b

.i

A brief discussion of the properties of this function is in place.

a
The

reciprocal antisymmetry is seen in the fact that when a~b, N(b,a)=l and p 0 (a,b}
reduces to:

p 0 (a,b}

=

· N(O,a} •N{a,b}
N(O',b) •N(b.,a}

.s.

a )

Similarly

p~(b, a) reduces to:

=

Evidently

N(O,b) •N(b,a)
N(O,a) •n(a,b)

p 0 (a,b} is the reciprocal value of

N(O ,b)

p0 (b,a).

The unitary reflexivity

condition is easily seen as satisfied because the numerator and the denominator
equal each other only when a=b.

The multiplicative transitivity condition demands

that:
implies
with Ni-functions, inserted iri the above:,
N(O,a) •N(a,b) N(O,b) •N(b,c)
N(O,b)
-•
N(O,c)

implies

<

N(O,a) •N(a,c)
N(O, c)

N(O ,a)
and with N(O,c) in both sides of the inequality:
implies

N(a,b) •N(b,c)

implies

x!

y!

which is true for positive numbers x and y.
condition is related to the above.

:$.

N(a,c)

~

(x+y) !

The referential complementarity

Evidently this condition boils down to:

x! y!
(x+y) !

s.

1

$

(x+y) !
x! y!

which follows from the above, because:
a :::. b

implies

= N(O,a) •N(a,b)

N(O, b)

From the definition of the two ratio-functions with opposite reference points
follows the basic equality:
=

which in turn yields, merely by algebraic transformations the following correspondence:

The importance of this and similar ratio functions lies in its interpretation
as a probability.

Indeed, if a
I

b then,

p 0 (a,b)'s numerator is the product of the

-

number of paths from th~bniversal lower bound as the point of reference to a and
J

of the number of paths from a to b whereas the total number of paths from the point
of reference to bis its denominator. Po(a,b) can therefore be given the interpretation of a conditional probability of b given

lnd with reference to

ai

Q.

~raphically,

this may be indicated by areas in a schematized cube where the number of paths from O
to a and then to bare represented in the darker shaded areas and the number of paths
from Oto b

in the lighter shaded area:
I

NOb
0

Products of faatio functions then become as would be expected the probabilities
of sequences of intermediat€ steps.

I

b

j

0

or, the probability of avoiding an element of a cube is:

I

0

Ratio cubes have a variety of applications, particularly when the forming of
subsets of a larger set or the selections of binary attributes is related to the
probability of their occuring by chance.

For example, when literature is indexed

by many binary attributes, a collection of literary works become a distribution
within a cube.

The ratio function then may be seen as ordering these works according

to some correlate of the difficulty of their retrieval for it is easier to look for
and match one index out of many than to manipulate complex pattern of it.

Working

through a finite number of binary attributes is just one example of the large class
of branching processes,(with merging in the case of lattices), Processes of growth

/'lfj

through assimilation, processes of making binary decisions (with the order being
arbitrary), processes of accumulating information are other examples.

While

not representing such processes directly, a ratio. metric in cubei,,. can take explicit
account of some numerical property of such processes.
Referring to the use of cubes for representing binary coded messages, ratio
cubes represent a property of message systems which is elsewhere referred to
as the informativeness of messages relative to each other.
with

Binary coded messages

O's and l's about equal in frequency are less likely to exhibit redundancy

than those with a predominance of O's or l's.

In ratio cubes such messages are

on a level midway between the universal upper bound and the universal lower bound
with

p (a,I) or p (a,O) being at a minimum.
1
0

Thus ratio cubes can also represent

correlates of the informativeness of a message according to the entropy in their
characters.

(4.3)

Ratio Partition Lattices naturally consist of partition lattices together

with a ratio metric defined on its elements.

Being partially ordered, ratio

partition lattices have properties very similar to those of cubes with the same
metric.
The ratio function qu(a,b) which has been defined in cubes as the proportion
of the length of the two paths between U and a and between U and b can be used in
partition lattices as well.

Again its interpretation is limited but it includes all

phenomena associated with the number of operations required to change one partition
into another.

This is important, for example, when the relative willingness to

compromise on some partition of political power is to be recorded, or when it is
the task to compare the relative amounts of detail in conceptual systems.
The form of the ratio function for partition lattices which is based on an
enumeration of the paths between two elements of such a lattice and therefore affords
probability interpretations corresponds to that for cubes except for the number of paths
between the two partitions.

To express this number, let the partition

a E 1i'(E)

have elements i (which are disjoint subsets of E), let this partition be a refinement
- ~of the partition bE rtE) whose elements are denoted by j, and let furthermore ij
denote that subset of the partition a which contains just those elements of a that
are united in the j-th equivalence class of b, then, without justification, the
number of paths between a and bis;

N(a,b)

=

r

Tf

(#a-#b)!
c#i.)!
#a-#b
jGb
J
2

if

a

1

if

b~a

0

if

afb

~

b

and

bfa.

I

To exemplify the computation, let a have 5 and b have 2 elements and let 3 and
2 elements of a

be joined in one element of b respectively as is easily 'seen in

the following diagram:

The number of paths connecting a and b then becomes:
N(a,b)

(//a-fib)! (#il) ! (lfi2) !

z1!a-1fb

( 5 - 2 >! 21 3 !
2(5-2)

=

9

This number may be verified by means of the above diagram.
Because the ratio function
the exact form of

Pu(a,b) for partition lattices has not only

pu(a,b) for cubes and also exhibits all of the above mentioned

algebraic properties, there is no need to discuss it here.

As an example of a

ratio partition lattice, let me mention one from attempts to a:~al~ze classification
systems of verbal data.

In an experiment subjects are given a fixed set of verbs

and are asked to group them, starting with merging two verbs, merging classes
of verbs, etc. until the whole set forms one equivalence class.
effectively specifies a path through a partition lattice.

Each subject

The collection of

paths constitute'.s a distribution on the basis of which observed probabilities
can be tested against what is expected.
puted.

In this example, probabilities are com-

However, it is easily imaginable that judgements regarding the liktlihood

of partitions are recorded which involves ratio partition lattices in the~data
language.

(4.4) Ratjo Trees combine hierarchies or trees with a ratio metric.
Because trees ara not lattices and have either only branches (from
a point of origin) ,or only mergers (terminating at one point), the number
of different paths from one element of a tree to another cannot provide
a suitable basis for a ratio metric in trees.

In trees this number is

always one and P-functions which have been discussed for cubes and partition lattices therefore become meaningless in trees.

But ratio functions

that are based on distances within trees have interesting interpretations
here.
As before, let a tree be a subset of a power set on the Set E and
let the distance between any two elements of the tree be defined as a
function of the number of elements that need to be altered (added or removed)
in order to obtain one from the other:
d(a,b) = d(a,a+b) + d(a+b,b)

=

2#(a+b) - #a - #b

With the ratio function q (a,b) as defined in cubes by means of the above
u

distances d(a,u) and d(b,U) one obtains the following ratios qo(a,b), q0 (a,I)
and

q 1 (a,O) in the tree discussed in section (3.4):

1
1/ \7

8

4/ \1
/\ 1/l\l
;\ 4

3

3

3

2

1

6

7

3

3

8

8

It may be seen that assuming all elements in E to be equally likely,

th$:!

fti~¢~f:>ti-'q 0 (a,E) expresses the probability of reading any node of;;, ,

't:he,d:t'ee by chance whereas the function q

0

a and b is the conditional probability of

(a,b) for neighboring values·
:ire:f!.chJ;pg any node from. an immedia'teJ,y
-

·preceeding one.

_,

r-

-

'

<~<

TC-•,f,

The comparison of the two· ratios reveal, among other thi~gs;

·-th,fr the multiplicative transitivity is satisfied.

For example, th€!: pt'op'~.f

tf'c:bilit:f•of t'eachigg{s,t} from{s,t,u,v} is the product of the
<;:

,.

r:.

from {s,t,u,v} to {s,t,u} and from{s,t,u} to {s,t}:
ff({s,t})
i'/({s,t,u,v})

1

=

2

qQ ({ S, t, u}, { S, t, u, V}) •qQ ({ S, t}, { S, t, u})

=

q 0 ({s,t},{s,t,u,v})

=

3

4

2
3

=

1

2

: :-. ~~,

It a-1s9.1.night 'be ~ot.~d_,.,.i:;..,-,.;:,.;.~:if:.~l:i:~ivcp :beiqg_____not part of this tree, q (a,~2.
0

· is infinite.
The above example also lists the valµes for qI(a,O) for comparison.

Its

13I

values express what one might interprete as the probability of E£!_ reaching
value a from E.

This is manifest in the algebraic reiation between the two

functions:

=

1

However, this algebraic relation implies that only one of the two can satisfy
the multiplicative transitivity condition, which excludes the other from
defining a ratio metric proper.

Which of the pair of q-functions satisfies

the ratio metric conditions depends on the way the tree is defined.
is only in the above example that it is q (a,b).

It

Section (2.4) discusses

0

a tree for which qI(a,b) would define a suitable ratio metric.
Examples of trees with ratio metrics are again numerous.
Markovian branching processes generate such trees.

Most obviously,

A Markov process is a

process in which transition probabilities govern the way a behavior proceeds
from one state to the next and the probability of a particular line of
behavior is the product of the probabilities of the transition probabilities.
Markov processes of this kind may underly the sequential association of ideas,
the flow of traffic through a city or the sequential encoding of verbal information.

The p9int is not whether these phenomena are adequately depicted

by such Markov processes, rather whenever these phenomena are to be described
in these terms a ratio tree is implied.
It has been argued above that hierarchical organizations are basic in
much of human thought and symbolic activities.

Ratio trees are variables

in which the phenomena to be recorded diminish in some property as one
_proceeds down the hierarchy.

This is the case in hierarchical classificatiqn

schemes of verbal contents in which weights are assigned according to the

size, intensity or prominence of the classes represented at each bran~hing
point.

Ratio trees und·erly the notion that the more detailed information

(which is presumably closer to the terminal points of a tree) is the less
likely remembered.

If the content of a book would be broken down into

units which would be assessed in these terms, a ratio tree would presumably
a/S0

account for the way a person remembers.

Ratio trees are 4 implied in the

observation that costs for literature search in a library is inversely re~
lated to the size of the class to be examined relative to the size of the
holdings (an optional coding system presumed given) or that accurate transmission decreases with the length of a message, etc.

J

